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Jeff Tuck (TFTW Band
drummer) put away his
Marathon finisher’s medal
to get back to what we
know him best for hammering the life out of
those skins.
You can still donate to
Jeff’s charity using the
link below
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/jeff-tuck1

© Shaun Goldsmith

Keith takes us to the movies
This issue’s interview turns all poetic
Lee Wilkinson reviews just about everything
We “borrow” yet more stuff from Nick Cobban
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Bakers Dozen

And more....
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It doesn’t get any better for modern blues fans than this free, three-day festival that showcases the
cream of the crop of blues artists that are out there at this present time. Six stages, all
unintentionally competing against each other, to present world class blues and soul acts, which at
times makes it difficult to see all the performances, not a criticism, which for most will be blues
heaven.
Amongst the current young blues innovators Toronzo Cannon, Rico McFarland, Jarekus
Singleton, Omar Coleman, Russ Green, Marquise Knox, Keith Johnson, Melvin Taylor, Guy King,
Melody Angel, Zac Harmon, Cash Box Kings, Wayne Baker Brooks and Tom Holland all shone.
Jimmy Johnson, at ninety years of age, was honoured by having June 7th named Jimmy Johnson
Day in Chicago before displaying his still sharp musical skills on a super set. Highly respected
drummer Kenny ‘Beedy Eyes’ Smith led a jam session every day. The huge Jay Pritzker Pavilion
had three acts every evening, including the engaging Bobby Rush, Charlie Musselwhite teamed
with Billy Boy Arnold, a soul evening that featured Latimore, Don Bryant and Bettye LaVette, and
then Ruthie Foster, a tribute to the late Mike Ledbetter by Mike Welch and band, and an
interesting rock blues sister duo titled Larkin Poe.
More traditional blues acts on a variety of stages included Bob Stroger, Benny Turner, Jimmy
Burns, Mojo Morganfield, Lurrie Bell and Mary Lane. From Mississippi, Fred T and Chris Gill, R.L.
Boyce, Super Chikan, Jesse Robinson and Grady Champion showed the diversity of blues music
emanating from that area these days. This lists out just some of the musical activity from this
superb festival.
Mike Stephenson

Melvin Taylor

Charlie Musselwhite

Latimore

Chris Cain & Guy King

Bobby Rush

Keith Johnson
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Marquise Knox

Jimmy Johnson

Grady Champion

Klewless the Klown (a
special hand drawn
exclusive for this issue
from the crayons of
Ralph Edwards) says
“ HOLD THE SMALL
BALLOON… I mean
THE THIRD PAGE! ”
Greetings Gang,
How are you all doing? Sympathies to our friends in
Europe who have been suffering from the highest
temperatures ever recorded on the northern end of
the continent. We have (at least up to the time of
typing) escaped that needle soaring up to 45
degrees centigrade; the benefits of living on an
island I guess.
What a show with Doug Kershaw, Graham Fenton,
and the Tales From The Woods Band at the 100
© Ralph Edwards 2019
Club on Sunday 16th June, 2019. I did say this
event would go down in the annals of not just Tales
From The Woods history, but Rock'n'Roll/roots music generally in the UK. A near capacity
audience witnessed a performer of legendary status, where music industry folk in the know
mingled with fans, many who travelled many a mile for the show, including Husa from Finland.
Arriving on the Saturday and departing on Monday, during which time it was indeed a dream come
true for Husa, not only to get to see his hero perform but to meet him too, have merchandise
signed, and receive a string or two from that famous fiddle. Yes, the Raging Cajun, still raging at
84 years young; Graham Fenton had a ball, not only performing his own set par excellence but
joining Doug Kershaw on stage as back-up vocals on several tracks, including of course that
perennial Rock'n'Roll dance floor classic “Hey Mae”; the Tales From The Woods Band as always
perfection, rehearsed note perfect through months of sheer hard work and true professionalism.
Not forgetting too the dedication and loyalty of our team that are the envy of all both within and
outside of roots music; Harry our stage manager, who took care of the flights for Doug and his son
Zachary, Marti our roadie who took care of the hotel bookings, transport manager Perry, whose
shiny black cab was always at the ready for Doug and Zachary, Elena behind the ancient cash
desk of this world renowned music venue, Bob and Dave of Archive Film Agency filming this
unique event for posterity, Andrew who now has yet more priceless footage that will one day make
up the Tales From The Woods documentary, Dan the sound man doing a sterling job as always,
so too our very own, John ‘Mr Angry” Howard behind the decks, along with front line Woodies who
work so hard all the year round - Alan, Ken, Lee. If not for their efforts, it could never be.

























We here at Tales From The Woods HQ would like to introduce to you a new member of our
team, Klewless The Clown (wave to him gang, top left hand of corner of the page) who, like so
many of his colleagues in the circus industry, is now out of work, put out to grass. After so much
bad press, children no longer laugh at their antics, no longer fashionable in the age of technology,
young kids are purported to be scared out of their wits by them, so we here at TFTW have taken
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pity on one particular clown. The clue is in the name; he is gainfully employed seeking out those
who are not clowns by profession but indeed are so by nature, and there can’t be any better place
to encounter them than in the music industry, where indeed those who administrate and manage,
like Klewless simply don’t have a clue.
Let me demonstrate with a few examples, though I’m sure many will follow in issues to come. The
aforementioned wonderful Doug Kershaw and Graham Fenton show is perfect for
commencement, with a legendary name of Cajun Country performing an exclusive one-off at a
world famous London club, surely the “Keep It Country” TV channel would be delighted? “Nah
dear, has he made any records?” the lady at the other end of the line replied, amazingly sounding
both seasoned in age and tone. I enlightened her a little on his 65 year career to hear “I don’t think
we can spare a camera crew for that show dear, sorry.” “We have our own film crew, thank you,
plus a documentary film maker” I added, by now becoming a little exasperated, before suggesting
“You only need to bring yourselves, possibly just bring a notepad and pencil.” Well that certainly
never happened. The conversation was lengthier than I suggest, and what she may not have
intended to divulge, although certainly explains the lack of interest, was that the agents and
representatives of the country music industry dictate what is seen and heard on “Keep It Country”
TV, although I must add at least the lady in question was friendly, allowing me to have my say,
which is far more than can be said for BBC Radio 2. All attempts to contact Bob Harris, whose
long running country music programme runs for one hour each and every Thursday - no emails
returned, no interest shown by those who bothered to pick up the phone. It has been suggested
that that the country music industry in Nashville has a controlling influence here too; so much for
the independence of the BBC. Needless to say, we had no joy from Radio London, from the
spasmodic cockney Robert Elms or any of his colleagues at this local radio station that purports to
exist to inform, entertain and serve the interests of all the peoples of this overcrowded metropolis.
Klewless was created for us by our very own champion of the arts Ralph Edwards, singer,
guitarist, composer, writer, artist of renown, and Morris dancer, who hails from that beautiful
county of Shropshire. Ralph whose performance of “Ain't No More Cane On The Brazos” can be
seen and enjoyed on our YouTube channel, filmed at our 2018 “Last Hurrah For Skiffle” show
enjoying very healthy views, has not been too well of late, hospitalised for a couple of weeks.
However I’m pleased to say Ralph is now home continuing his treatment under the watchful eye of
his good lady wife of many decades Hilda. I’m sure you will join with me in wishing Ralph a full
and speedy recovery, soon to join us all again, beguiling us too with his many talents.

























At the time of typing, approaching mid-July, we are preparing for another in the hugely successful
series of social and musical soirees at Gerry’s. This show business and theatrical institution has
been playing host to us Tales From The Woods folk for a couple of years, eagerly anticipated
and certainly looked forward to by our members; situated in the heart of Soho, the last bastion of
old bohemian Soho, defiant to change, resisting the sanitisation of this once artistic pulse of
London. Thrice a year friends old and new flock to the door to socialise, relax, safe from the noise,
and repetitive blandness of pubs, bars, and restaurants. For a few early evening hours, Soho of
the 2is, Scene, Heaven and Hell is recreated, the Tales From The Woods Band performs, guests
are invited to sit in, perform a number or two. We’re not into the nostalgia business here at TFTW,
we leave that to others, we simply present roots music as a living, breathing art form, and we are
offering to our members a Soho culture that has been lost.
Thursday 5th September we’ll be celebrating reaching 110 issues of the very magazine you are
reading on your screens, or holding in your hands in your favourite comfy armchair, also the
continuation of our Tales From The Woods documentary, which we rather optimistically
suggested would have completed filming by Christmas; far too important, far too much historical
value yet to be seized, this is going to be done properly, so the latest estimate is around the
middle of 2020.
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Don’t forget gang if you’re a Woodie, you are automatically able to join us at Gerry’s although you
must let us know first, you can’t just turn up due to the limited capacity and, despite being almost
two months away, we are already nearing capacity.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to two of
New Orleans’ greatest musical legends; Dr John, pianist, singer,
songwriter, who died on 6th June 2019 aged 77, and Dave
Bartholomew, trumpeter, band leader, musical director,
songwriter, who died age 100 on 23rd June 2019.
Like many I first became aware of Dr John through his Night
Tripper persona of the late sixties, a perfectly timed mixture of
voodoo, New Orleans rhythm and blues, jazz, Rock'n'Roll with a
little psychedelia all stirred into the pot. It was his solid seller, I
Walk On Gilded Splinters that first pricked up these ears.
By the time I first saw him perform, the aforementioned Night
Tripper had been cast to one side, at a solo show with just him and
piano at the long gone but fondly recalled Mean Fiddler venue in
the west London suburb of Willesden and Harlesden which, without ploughing through ancient
notepads, was somewhere during the first half of seventies, leaving me in no doubt that the man
had far more musical heritage than I ever imagined, dating back to the fifties.
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I would get to see the great doctor in action numerous times in the decades to come, a witness to
the growth of a legend at concert halls here in London, on the stage of the long running annual
Jazz and Heritage Festival in his home town of New Orleans Louisiana, on one incredibly
momentous occasion on a bill shared with John Fogerty at one of the City’s major theatres, the
name of which escapes my memory as I type, no doubt many a fellow traveller can divulge for us
all at a later date.
Born Malcolm John Rebennack on 20th November 1941, carrying the
same birth name as his father, who ran an appliance store on New
Orleans east side, repairing radios, televisions, virtually anything
electrical. A profitable side-line was selling records, often by local
performers on local labels. The boy grew up to listening to his father’s
record collection, the blues of Big Bill Broonzy, Memphis Minnie,
Frankie Lee Sims, local Jazz heroes and legends, King Oliver, Kid Ory,
Louis Armstrong, Sidney Bechet. Hillbilly music entered those tender
young ears with the likes of Hank Williams, Roy Acuff, all helping to
form the rich tapestry in his formative years. Mother Dorothy was a
former fashion model, who made clothes for herself and others, and it
was through her connections that found her infant son appearing in
television adverts during the forties for Ivory Soap.
Surrounded by family members who were either semi-professional musicians or playing just for
fun, he was attending gigs from an age undreamed of for most. His father even took him to the
famed J&M studios at 838-40 North Rampart Street whilst at the same time practising hard on
both piano and guitar, the latter being his favoured instrument at the time. It was while still a young
teenager that he first met and heard a pianist who would be such a huge influence in later years,
the often neglected and underrated Crescent City legend Professor Longhair, which created in
him a determination from that initial meeting to pursue a career in music, so much so that his
school, Jesuit High, offered him the option to choose between music and education, and naturally
he chose the former.
Aged 15 he was playing on sessions with numerous New Orleans artists, along with performing in
night clubs as part of their backing bands, be it Joe Tex, Art Neville, Allan Toussaint, most
famously playing guitar on that classic piece of New Orleans Rock’n’Roll Lights Out by Jerry
Byrne with whom he toured locally too. It was on one such show in Jackson Mississippi that the
still teenage Rebennack got involved in an altercation resulting in having his finger almost shot off,
although he eventually regained use of the left hand finger, deciding to concentrate more on his
piano playing.
Working the New Orleans clubs he soon found himself falling foul of drugs, criminality and
prostitution, very much the norm at these venues during this period, and was soon addicted to
heroin which would take decades to shake off. What could not be shaken off was a two year jail
sentence for drug possession.
In 1965 he moved to Los Angeles, working on countless sessions for
producer Phil Spector with Bob Dylan, Doug Sahm, Ronettes,
Righteous Brothers, Aretha Franklyn to name but a few, playing and
touring for a while as part of Frank Zappa’s Mothers Of Invention, until
his drug addiction caught him out and Zappa fired him.
1968 saw the breakthrough album released “Gris Gris” reinventing
himself now as Dr John Night Tripper, playing up his New Orleans
heritage to the hilt with its heady mix of musical styles and voodoo
imagery with stage clothes to match. Mardi Gras Indian feathers,
witch doctor robes and beads, became the order of the day; he
travelled too, across the Atlantic, a short tour culminating in a
television appearance on what was then taken very seriously, the rock
show fronted by equally serious presenters including Bob Harris,
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BBC2’s “The Old Grey Whistle Test”. Albums that followed in the early seventies all went a long
way to cement his reputation and let him be spoken of in high regard by the likes of Eric Clapton
and Mick Jagger, who both guested on his 1971 album, “The Sun, Moon And Herbs”. 1973 would
see the release of his career high selling album “In The Right Place” produced by Allan Toussaint
and backed by the Meters which also gave him a top ten US hit Right Place Wrong Time, also a
UK chart entry. On the album was another track Such A Night which would see chart action and
become a staple of his live shows for ever more. He also performed the song on the Martin
Scorsese directed Band 1976 farewell concert, “The Last Waltz” which incidentally will feature in a
later issue of this magazine as one of my favourite movies.
In the mid-seventies he formed a very fruitful song writing partnership with Doc Pomus, the two
self-proclaimed doctors providing material for albums “City Lights” and “Tango Palace” both
seeing the light of day in 1979. However it would be the 1981 album “Dr John plays Mac
Rebennack” a solo affair where his keyboard dexterity really took the spotlight, following it up two
years later with another showcase of his skills “Brightest Smile In Town”. Six years later he finally
kicked his heroin addiction, signing with Warner Brothers as the decade drew to a close.
His first album with this new label was “In A Sentimental Mood”, an aptly titled collection of
standards, given the full production. It did produce a jazz Grammy for a vocal performance
duetting with Ricky Lee Jones. His second album for the label pulled a similar trick, this time for
best traditional blues album, “Going Back To New Orleans” 1992, a CD that gets a regular airing
on yours truly’s stereo system. 1994 saw the publication of his no holds barred Autobiography
“Under A Hoodoo Moon, Life Of The Night Tripper” and before the decade, along with the century,
was out more Grammy’s were awarded, one for a tribute track to Stevie Ray Vaughan SRV
Shuffle and the other a duet with B.B King on “Is You Is, Or Is You Ain't (My Baby)”
New century, another album, “Duke”, his take on
material penned and played by the Jazz giant,
Duke Ellington. 2006 saw a return to the plush
surrounds of standards, this time visiting the
catalogue of Johnny Mercer, entitled “Mercenary”.
After the devastation of hurricane Katrina in 2005
he released a fund raising EP “Sippiana
Hericane” and then “City That Care Forgot” a
thought provoking title that summed up not just
the anger and frustration of the people of New
Orleans but across the USA and around the globe
generally. They won him two further Grammys,
now five in all, and a sixth was soon on its way
Dr John, O2 Arena, 25 October 2008 © Paul Harris
with a tribute album to one of New Orleans’ most
famous sons, Louis Armstrong “Spirit Of Satch” 2014. He performed and recorded with countless
performers down through the years, including on Lou Reed’s charity single “Perfect Day” in 1997.
Dr John was finally inducted into the Rock’n’Roll hall of fame in 2011.



Dave Bartholomew,
NO JazzFest 1982 ©
Paul Harris























Dave Bartholomew was born in Edgard, Louisiana, during the final hours of
Christmas Eve 1918, to parents Mary and Louis, his father a barber by day
and musician by evening. Born to the music of Louisiana, no doubt it was in
his blood by the time he could walk, his first chosen instrument being that of
his father, the tuba, later to pick up the trumpet which he would take in to his
adult life and be forever associated with. By age 15 he moved to New
Orleans where, not surprisingly, he was soon sitting in with many of the local
jazz bands, progressing in a few short years to turning professional at the
age of not yet 18 in 1936, performing in bands led by stalwarts of the
Crescent City scene such as Papa Celestin and Fats Pichon to name but
two.
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Come 1941 the USA became embroiled in the Second World War, and for the next four years of
horror Dave was stationed with 196 US army ground forces. His services to morale were much in
demand, and it was during his years of service he learnt the art of arranging and with polishing his
song writing skills alongside his boots.
Finally when war was over, the 26 year old soldier was allowed to go back home where, within
months, he had formed his own band, Dave Bartholomew and the Dew Droppers, named after the
night club where they took to the band stand most nights playing what was fast becoming known
as rhythm and blues. Jiving and jitterbugging was very much the order of the day, the word was
out, packing them in, night after night, as one local journalist wrote almost prophetically “they rock
the house”.
By 1947 they found themselves invited to Houston, Texas where their paths crossed with Lew
Chudd, founder of Imperial Records, which resulted in Bartholomew and his band (which by now
included names that stand like giants to Rock’n’Roll and vintage rhythm and blues fans across the
world that being drummer Earl Palmer and saxophonist Lee Allen) cutting their first sides including
She’s Got Big Eyes at Cosimo Matassa’s legendary J&M studios in New Orleans.
Lew Chudd wasn’t slow in picking up on what
a find he had in Dave Bartholomew that the
name Antoine “Fats” Domino, a native New
Orleans son, was brought to the attention of
Imperial records. 1949 was the year that a
young 21 year old Fats cut not only his first
record but first hit, a contender for the first
ever Rock’n’Roll record, rising to a giddy No 2
on the rhythm and blues chart, eventually to
become a million seller. The Fat Man was a
tune based on Junkers Blues, lyrics cleaned
Dave Bartholomew with the Fats Domino Band,
of drug references by Bartholomew whose
Hammersmith Odeon, 1978 © Paul Harris
band were behind Domino on the release,
which by now featured other such luminaries as Alvin Tyler, Herb Hardesty and Ernest McClean.
The following year would see Dave hit the R&B charts at No 14 with Country Boy. The first half of
the fifties would see the association grow between Domino and Bartholomew as the former rode
the rhythm and blues chart with a number of releases.
An argument with Chudd saw Dave part company with the label, spending time with Decca and
King where he recorded the original My Ding A Ling which gave Chuck Berry his only international
No 1 hit with changed lyrics two decades later, without doubt the worst record ever made by
Chuck and certainly the worst ever recorded by two legendary names, both of which carry
composer credits.
However it was with Specialty where history would restore Dave’s reputation by producing the
truly classic piece of New Orleans Rock’n’Roll history, Lloyd Price’s Lawdy Miss Clawdy which
features an uncredited Fats Domino on piano, which proved to be a 1953 R&B chart topper.
1955 would be the year that the Bartholomew/Domino musical partnership really hit pay dirt cowriting and producing Ain’t That A Shame, a No 1 hit on pop charts just as Rock’n’Roll was
breaking out worldwide. The white market had been cracked, and throughout the remainder of the
fifties into the early sixties, hit after hit followed, making Domino the biggest selling artist of the
1950s behind Elvis Presley.
Dave meanwhile wrote and produced for many other artists including fellow New Orleans pianist
and singer, Smiley Lewis who never achieved anywhere near the acclaim he deserved. I Hear
You Knockin’ would find a No 1 chart hit this side of the Atlantic for British Rock’n’Roll singer,
guitarist and producer Dave Edmunds two decades later, who had the good grace to name check
Smiley Lewis by singing his name and several other Rock’n’Roll heroes on the record. One Night
Of Sin, another Bartholomew penned and produced recording for Smiley, the aforementioned
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Elvis took to the top of the charts once “Of Sin” had been lopped off the title. The song would
eventually go on to be covered by well over a hundred artists, names as diverse as Blues and
Jazz guitarist T. Bone Walker, another fellow New Orleans singer and pianist Frankie Ford, Earl
King, Chris Kenner, Tommy Ridgely, all Crescent City artists.
I’m Walkin’, another Bartholomew penned Domino original took Ricky Nelson into the charts
helping to kick off a career which would continue until his untimely death three decades later.
Imperial Records sold out to Los Angeles based Liberty in 1963, and Bartholomew chose to stay
in New Orleans working for various labels including Trumpet and Mercury, for a short while setting
up his own label Broadmoor. As the sixties gave way to the seventies he created his own
traditional Dixieland jazz band, releasing an album which paid homage to the heritage of New
Orleans and its many legendary jazz musicians.
The 1980s would see him reunite with Fats Domino joining a number of international tours with
him and, come the final decade of the last century, releasing a couple more jazz albums “Dave
Bartholomew Maryland Jazz Band” 1995 and “New Orleans Big Beat” 1998. The decade also saw
him inducted into the Rock’n’Roll hall of fame.
Dave Bartholomew rarely accompanied Fats this side of the ocean, however I was privileged
enough to witness a couple of occasions that he most certainly did, namely the New Victoria
Palace on three separate occasions during the 1970s. 16/6/1974 and 24/3/1976, the latter was a
Wednesday, and for this much younger Woodie it was a first house show, because after the gig I
met up with three friends, jumped into a cab, headed for the 100 Club, as another piano playing
legend was in town that night, blues man Memphis Slim, backed on guitar by Duster Bennett, who
sadly lost his life in an horrific road accident three days later.
Before the decade was out, I would catch Dave and Fats together at that
very same theatre and then one more, Hammersmith Odeon being the
venue this time on 19/3/1978. (Thank you to one of finest and most
knowledgeable Fats Domino fans and photographer first class Paul Harris
for kindly providing me with these dates. As readers will know Paul’s
photos have adorned this magazine’s pages for many years.)
I would get to see Mr Bartholomew one more time, this being thousands
of miles across the Atlantic at the New Orleans, Jazz and Heritage
Festival around the turn of the current century, (sadly I’m not as
methodical as Paul so no exact date) performing in the huge jazz tent with
his orchestra which contained within a wonderful Dixieland jazz band,
such fantastic memories.

In the Odeon dressing
room 1978 © Paul
Harris

Dave Bartholomew’s career began in the 1930s, lasting until he was too
frail to take the band stand, a few years short of an incredible ninety years. Plans for a celebration
of his 100th birthday had to be cancelled last year due to failing health, but what a party New
Orleans would have given him!! Sadly that would prove never to be.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to rockabilly, country
singer and guitarist Huelyn Duvall who died on 15th May 2019 aged 79.
Born 18th August 1939 in Garner, Texas, Huelyn was one of those artists who
meant little nationally at the time, tasted a modicum of success locally during
the fifties, but like many of his contemporaries had to wait two or three
decades before gaining recognition, by way of the European Rockabilly
explosion of the seventies and eighties. As photos of the period make clear, he
had the looks, was obviously in the right place at the right time too, but unlike
other Southern lads hungry for success he didn’t have a background in
grinding poverty. His father William was both a teacher and schools
superintendent, while Huelyn’s mother made clothes for family, friends and regular customers
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around the neighbourhood, making virtually all of his stage clothes. Unusually too he wasn’t
influenced by hillbilly music he heard upon the family radio; he took in music he heard for sure, but
generally it was not country, and his first love was sport, not music, although he had an interest in
playing guitar from around the age of 14. He was also lucky in having a neighbour who was only
too happy to teach as much as he was able. It was not until a family house move, thus to another
school, that his baseball ambitions were thwarted.
Come the mid-fifties Rock’n’Roll was breaking out of the southlands, nationwide, soon to conquer
worldwide. Huelyn’s ears were picking up on Elvis Presley, Buddy Holly, Buddy Knox, and soon
he was forming a band with school friend Lonnie Thompson, joined later by his brother Johnny,
with Ralph Clark joining on upright bass too.
It looked for a while that everything was going right,
and enter Danny Wolfe, singer, songwriter, ten
years older than the boys with the experience and
influence to push them in the right direction. An
audition for notable label Challenge got them
signed, recording their first sessions at Owen
Bradley’s studio in Nashville in September 1957.
This resulted in Teen Queen, Pucker Paint, Comin’
Or Goin’, and Boom Boom Baby. Sales locally were
good, but nationally there was little interest. Another
session took place in January 1958, producing such
sides as Fools Hall Of Fame and Friday Night On A
Dollar Bill.
He returned to the studio the following May to knock out a few tracks, a couple of which would
become his calling card in Europe in many years to come, Three Months To Kill, Little Boy Blue
which made the billboard chart at 88. Obviously Challenge records didn’t live up to their name and
that was about that, apart from a considerable number of demos cut at manager Danny Wolfe’s
studio, many of which saw the light of day on a recent 33 track CD.
Apart from performing close to home at weekends in
the very early sixties, he got a lucrative day job in
computer technology, married and raised a family
which enriched his life and any thoughts of being a
star were just simply seen as the aspirations of an
idealistic and impressionable young man. It would be
many a long year before he ever stepped upon any
stage.
No doubt Huelyn was as surprised as it’s possible to
be when he was contacted by Dutch promoter and
record company owner Cees Klop with an offer of a
European show. It is highly unlikely that he knew
anything about the rockabilly scene across the pond,
Hemsby 58, 19th May
overwhelmed for sure by the reception he got on
2017 © Paul Harris
arriving in Eindhoven and to be performing alongside
rocking veterans Eddie Bond and Janis Martin. Next stop would be London’s Mean Fiddler, a west
side venue, favourite haunt of fans of music Americana back in the day, backed by TFTW’s very
own Dave Travis and his band. Come the new century he became a near regular on the circuit,
often backed by Scandinavian outfit Wildfire Willie And The Ramblers.
In 2017 Huelyn returned to the UK to be one of the headliners of the Hemsby, Norfolk Rock’n’Roll
weekender. Although not in the best of health in recent years, he put on an excellent show,
certainly exceeding my expectations.
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I have just learnt from a Shreveport friend that New Orleans
music legend Art Neville died on Monday July 22, 2019 at 81
so I wrote a little text. Another sad happening just a few
weeks after Mac Rebennack's passing.
In 1954 The Hawketts gave us the all-time classic “Mardi
Gras Mambo”/“Your Time’s Up” (Chess 1951), two sides
recorded at WWEZ radio, not at Cosimo’s studio, and
produced by Ken Elliot, a New Orleans DJ. This large band
formed in High School was composed of Art Neville (pno/vcl),
Israel Bell (trumpet), August Fleuri (trumpet), Carol Joseph
Art Neville, Blues Estafette,
(trombone), Morris Bashman (tenor sax), Alfred August (gtr),
Nov 1993 © Paul Harris
Erwin Washington (bs), George Davis (gtr) and John
Boudreaux (drums). The tune was not an original being borrowed from Jody Levins and his boys
(Leviens on some pressings) which original recording was issued on Sapphire 1051, a Nola label
owned by Frankie Adams and Lou Welsch, late 1953. The Hawketts were never recorded again.
Most of the Hawketts went off to college and other pursuits after the recording was made, but Art
Neville kept the Hawketts together, finding musicians where he could. The Hawketts got such a
wide reputation that by 1957 they found themselves touring with Larry Williams and The Spaniels.
Art came home from this tour to be drafted into the Navy Reserve's active duty for two years so he
handed over the band to his brother Aaron born in 1941 in New Orleans.
Arthur ‘Art’ Lanon Neville, born on December 17, 1937 in
New Orleans, attended St. Augustine and Booker T.
Washington high schools before earning his GED from
Walter S. Cohen High, where he’d hang out in the music
room with fellow members of the Hawketts, the group he
joined in 1953. He cut several sides on his own at Coz
between 1956 and 1958. Among these are “Oooh-Wee
Baby”/“The Whiffenpoof Song” (Specialty 592), “Arabian
Love Call”/“What's Going On” (Specialty 656) and “Cha
Dooky-Doo”/“Zing Zing” (Specialty 637). “Zing Zing” was
covered in Los Angeles by Larry Williams and issued on
Art Neville, New Orleans
Specialty LPO 2158. He is also the pianist on the terrific
JazzFest, May 2005 © Paul
“Lights Out” (Specialty 635) written by Mac Rebennack,
Harris
recorded by Jerry Byrne in February 8, 1958. Art Neville also recorded for Instant having three
releases including “That Rock & Roll Beat”/“Too Much” (Instant 3236), “Cinderella” and “Sansu”.
He once told a reporter: “I didn’t make a lot of money. Maybe we did make it and didn’t get it. I
don’t know. But it don’t matter. My life is happy, I’m happy, the people that are closest to me are
happy. Don’t worry about the other part.”
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES

























I assume that most Woodies who were members of the Jerry Lee Lewis fan club would have met
Ian McNeil and his first wife Jenny at the Fan Club Convention in the Kings Hotel music venue,
Newport, Gwent. This annual event was organised by Woodie Dave Webb in the 1990s, and by
the way, as a young teenager Ian shared a schooling with another Woodie, the late Charles Dale.
Being persuaded by the Convention’s DJ Keith Johnson to organise a group trip to New Orleans,
Ian was part of an early Stompin’ USA group I organised in the ‘90s. Ian, with his penchant for
collecting second hand records, took the opportunity to investigate any junk shop he came across
in the Southern states, and he had already travelled to every state in the USA during his gap year
at Edinburgh University. A huge fan of New Orleans rhythm and blues Ian had a massive
collection, supplemented by a stash of traditional jazz bequeathed by a late uncle.
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Ian was an annual visitor to the Rhythm Riot Weekender at Camber Sands, sharing a chalet with
members of the TFTW House Band. Ian would have
already targeted the Grammar School Records
shop in Rye by the time the event had opened, and
could be found relaxing in the TV room watching
horse racing, or flogging second hand records from
the back of his car or a table top at the Sunday
morning boot fair.
Ian’s father was an equine veterinary professional
who bred Arabian horses, and Ian became an
expert on all things “horsey”. He was also a
champion golfer as was his family, and the walls of
West ByFleet Golf Club display their many trophies.
Steam railway was another strong interest, and I
recall Ian showing me a book which included a
photo of himself as a very young lad trainspotting.
He was also a member of the Fonthill Cricket Club
and also loved rugby, history and gardening.
Ian’s professional life was administered in London
City’s square mile but moved to West Tytherly in
Wiltshire when his company relocated. Sadly Jenny
died a few years ago, but Ian happily met his future
wife Jeannette at a charity cricket match near
Romsey.
Moving to Motcombe near Shaftesbury, Ian took on the post of Treasurer at Salisbury Cathedral in
2003, but had to relinquish the post when he had a stroke in 2014. His health deteriorated in
recent years, but I was impressed by Jeannette's devoted care allowing him to enjoy his beautiful
home and rural location rather than a care home. A hospital bed was even located in his
magnificent music room so he was able to continue listening to his music.
Ian passed away peacefully on June 6th 2019, and the well-attended service was held at the
Chapel of All Saints, Wardour Castle.
Ken Major
We also bid farewell to Paul 'Lil Buck' Sinegal who died on 10 June 2019 aged 75.

Paul 'Lil Buck' Sinegal, Ponderosa
Stomp 2006 © Paul Harris

Paul 'Lil Buck' Sinegal (left) and Buckwheat (right),
Ponderosa Stomp 27 April 2005 © Paul Harris
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Hi Folks,
Now that my list of top British and American Tales From The Woods YouTube favourite
performances has run its course, at least for the time being, I’m about to unveil a completely new
column, that being my favourite movies of all time. Not treading on Marti Canal’s excellent movie
coverage, this is a purely personal choice of movies; some very old, a few maybe relatively recent,
some drama, a comedy or two, certainly a horror will make the line-up. There has got to be at
least one Rock’n’Roll film, and there most certainly will be a roots music film too without a doubt.
But first, to kick off, after a long think, the No 1 slot must go to a sixties satirical comedy drama,
with a cast like no other. Yes, my all-time favourite film is…

Directed by Stanley Kubrick, and shot entirely in the United Kingdom with a cast of American and
British actors, headed by the comic genius of Peter Sellers who plays three major lead roles;

The calm, collected, stiff
upper lipped RAF officer,
Group Captain Lionel
Mandrake. It has been
suggested that Sellers
based the character on one
of the superior officers who
he served under during his
RAF service in World War
II.

United States
President Merkin
Muffley, adopting a
mid-west accent and
played for the most
part straight.

Dr Strangelove himself, wheelchair
bound, equipped with an artificial
limb or two, a former Nazi
scientist, now advisor to President
Muffley, who often finds himself
unable to contain his former
incarnation when becoming
excited, addressing the President
as “mein fuhrer” on at least two
occasions and in one hilarious
scene fighting with his own arm to
contain a Nazi salute.

George C Scott a giant of both cinema and stage in his native USA, played the straight talking
General ‘Buck’ Turgidson; at the time he was apparently unhappy with being cast in a comedy, a
fact he was not told about by Kubrick until after shooting had begun, which soured the relationship
between the actor and director throughout filming although they did eventually gain a certain
begrudging mutual respect through their shared appreciation of the game of chess.
Sterling Hayden, in my humble opinion, gave a career high performance as the deranged
Brigadier General Jack D Ripper who sets the scene for the whole nuclear destruction by ordering
a pre-emptive strike on the Soviet Union, as he believes they are in the process of fluoridation of
the American water supply which is set to poison the population and destroy the purity of their
water.
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The role of commander and pilot of the B52 (Major ‘King’ Kong)
set to drop the nuclear bomb on Russia was at first offered to
John Wayne who turned the role down flat, believing it to be the
work of bunch of Hollywood lefties. Dan Blocker of TV western
Bonanza was the next choice in line but he too turned it down
for being un-American.
The role was finally given to the great character actor of
westerns galore Slim Pickens, and his portrayal makes me
wonder why Kubrick even considered anyone else in the first
place. The eccentric Californian former rodeo performer had, up
to the time of filming never, stepped foot outside of the USA and
had to have a passport hastily arranged so he could fly to
England to film. Arriving on set in cowboy boots, hat and fringed
jacket everyone assumed he was already in costume, soon to
realise that this was his natural attire.
Peter Bull certainly had the facial features and stature
that would immediately convince audiences of being
the Archetypal Russian authority figure, perfectly cast
as the soviet ambassador Alexi de Sadesky. Check out
the scene where Sellers attempts to control his
wayward arm from performing a Nazi salute - Bull’s
face can be clearly seen briefly with a bemused smile.
Tracy Reed, British film and television actress and,
barely into her twenties at the time, by far the youngest
member of the cast, and the only female presence,
playing the mistress and secretary to General Buck
Turgidson. Not only was she considered one of the
sixties ‘chicks’ but comes from a star studded theatrical
lineage, her grandmother being Fay Compton, director
Carol Reed was her stepfather, and step cousin to hell
raising actor Oliver Reed.
So ends the first of my very favourite movies. If you’ve
never got round to viewing it, now surely must be the
time. It could be argued with those we have in political
power around the globe it is as relevant now as any
time since its release in late January 1964, rescheduled
from an initial release date of 22nd November 1963 due
to the assassination of President John F Kennedy.

Why should I in all honesty give such a prestigious position to what in reality is a pretty
undistinguished film, panned by critics when it was first released in 1932 for, as they saw it, its
ludicrously over the top plot and wooden acting. I have no idea if Ed Wood counted it among his
faves but I like to think he did.
In later years with hindsight the film would receive praise for its moody
atmosphere and the genuinely creepy screen presence of its lead actor Bela
Lugosi (love the Salvador Dalí eyebrows). I may have to stand corrected but
I’m pretty sure this must have been the first ever talkie horror film, and
although critics disliked it, the cinema going public obviously thought well
enough of it to fill movie theatres both in its native USA and here in the UK.
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Readers of a certain age will recall, long before the day of multi
screens and film institute’s catering for its history, many provincial
and suburban cinemas showed old movies on Sundays. A regular
occurrence was that my dad, who was a bit of a film buff, would
treat my sister and me to a trip to one of the four cinemas local to
our Tottenham home and on one particular occasion it was the
glorious old former variety theatre the Palace. What possessed
him to take a six or seven year old along with 13 year old big sis
to see a horror film called “White Zombie”? Who knows, but the
clue should have been in the title I would have thought. What
about the lady in the box office, did she not twig it? However in
their defence the film was made before code certification existed
so maybe the film was still not carrying one.
I remember two things about the film, one being that it seemed to
be positively prehistoric to this infant, the other being that it scared
the living daylights out of me, as it did big sister. Many a laugh
was shared over this film in later times, which in years past would
sometimes crop up on television, so I would once again, with a
huge smile on my face, relive being that petrified child who bravely watched the entire movie
through. The Talking Pictures channel has shown it a couple of times within the last couple of
years.
Made by Universal Studios, who two decades later would be responsible for making a number of
“made on a shoestring with dire acting complete with the thinnest of plots” Rock'n'Roll movies
memorable only for the artists that appeared in a cameo on them. Directed by Victor Halperin,
based on a book by William Seabrook entitled The Magic Island.

The genuinely creepy aforementioned Bela Lugosi was the star, playing an evil voodoo priest who
transforms his love interest played by Madge Bellamy into a zombie, a performance that is straight
out of the silent movie era; a wide-eyed expression, calculating movements - pure theatre. The
remainder of the cast included Joseph Cawthorn, John Harron, Robert Frazer and possibly the
best known name to film historians Brandon Hurst, who play an assortment of goodies, baddies
and the subservient.
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Olé!
Thomas Cook Travel agents will not be joining the retail
rush from the High Street anytime soon, for a couple of
reasons.
The first is a Chinese company has invested £750 million
to save the 566 High Street shops with 22,000 employees.
The second is the highly profitable nature of the travel
package business, as I found to my cost.
Every February I travel to Malaga, Spain, for a fifties music
festival, and have done for the past 12 years. Sometimes, Mrs Angry goes with me, and we
have had surprisingly good weather for the time of year, but, pot luck, sometimes it's
rainy and cold, though not as miserable as the UK at the same time.
She has suggested for some while that we should visit this most charming Andalucian
area in summer, when temperatures are high, beaches are full, and not all the tourists
have long chains on their wallets, along with tattoos and pompadours.
Normally, I book flight and apartment separately, and comparatively inexpensively. We
have booked all-inclusives with our local Thomas Cook agents to various spots, so decided
to go with them again.
The helpful agent found it difficult to suggest a package which came in at less than £500
a head, which was a gulp moment since this was way beyond any package we ever had, by
a considerable amount.
She explained it was peak-time, school holidays (which it wasn't, here in the UK), and high
demand.
OK, to shave down the cost, skip hold luggage, skip transfers, skip all-inclusive, can we
break the £500 a head limit, bearing in mind I had flown return to Los Angeles for £400
earlier in the year? We could. Just.
We still expected a high standard in view of our considerable investment.
We had a pleasant enough flight with easyJet.
We duly caught the train from Malaga airport
to our destination station Torremolinos for
€1.80 each, and were given the keys to our
room.
It was at the back of the hotel, smelly, with a
foul view over an asbestos roofed garage, rusty machinery, and an apparently derelict
house with an overgrown garden.
For no apparent reason, there were three beds, no blankets, no tea-making facilities, no
UK TV at all on the tiny small-screen TV, and although the hotel, Natursun had the word
Playa in its name, meaning beach, the Playa itself was half a mile away, with a main road
and a steep hill between us and it.
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Curbing the anger that gives this column its name, we politely requested a change of
room, explaining to the manager we had paid £500 each for the privilege of staying at his
hotel for just seven nights.
“Aha,” he said. “You booked through an agency. If you had booked direct with me, you
would not have paid this. You are booked in a standard room. Rooms with a sea view pay
more, but I think they are fully booked.”
We told him to do what he could, and we returned mid-afternoon on the first day. Outside
the hotel we noted was a sign offering double rooms for €55 a night.
Our luck was in. For an extra €60 we could have a room with a sea view. The balcony was
larger, the shower was more modern, the smell was absent, and so was the foul outlook.
As I said, we flew easyJet, and airfares can be as low as £35 return in the off season to
Malaga from Southend. Assume £50 return since Thomas Cook no doubt has a sweetheart
deal with the airline. That's £100 for flights for two.
€55 is around £50. Seven nights at £50 is £350. Plus flights gives us a cost of £450 per
head. So the mark up by using TC is 100 per cent, £500+ profit on £1,000. Profitable?
You bet. No wonder Thomas Cook boss Peter Fankhauser feels able to pay himself £8
million.
Incidentally, one of the reasons TC said it was in financial trouble was the reluctance of
British tourists to holiday in Spain last year.
Maybe they were keen to holiday in Spain, but not at Thomas Cook prices. You won't catch
me going with Thomas Cook anywhere, anytime soon either.
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Multi artist shows can often be very hit and miss experiences. I am pleased to report that this was
one of the hits. The proceeds for tonight’s show were going towards the treatment of Peter
Donegan’s son who sadly has Autistic Spectrum Disorder. More information regarding this
disorder can be found at https://www.peterdonegan.com/ under Little Man Fund.
Paul Puccioni, the show’s producer, kicked off the evening by showing a video on the large screen
above of the unveiling of a blue plaque by Peter Donegan at Decca’s studio commemorating the
anniversary of the recording of Lonnie’s pivotal recording.
Peter Donegan opened the proceedings with Battle of New Orleans backed
by an outstanding house band that included Wayne Lee, son of Albert and
many of Lonnie’s original band.
Mike Read, the infamous DJ and UKIP supporter, was brought on as
compere and was greeted by a smattering of boos. I just hope Billy Bragg
had a go at him backstage! A friend of Tales From The Woods Chas
McDevitt (backed by Read) sang a stirring rendition of Worried Man Blues
followed by his hit Freight Train. Images of Chas’ many TV appearances
were shown on the video screen.
Leo Sayer was next up who was quite a surprising
addition to the line-up. He spoke fondly of the recording of the Adam Faith
produced star studded album “Puttin’ on the Style”. Leo went on to perform
Midnight Special with some impressive harmonica, followed by his hit When
I Need You.
The first half of the show concluded with Joe
Brown and Dave Peacock performing the Chas
and Dave penned song Lonnie D. The pair’s set
was concluded by a song that I was informed was
called Darling Corey. I must admit I was unfamiliar
with this song.
The second half of the show opened with Peter Donegan talking about
his son, following this with a beautiful rendition of his song Little Man.
Following the introduction of the members of the house band, Peter
performed Lonnie’s self-penned Never Fall In Love Again which was a
hit for Tom Jones. Whilst this was performed a video of Peter’s blind
audition on the popular TV programme ‘The Voice’ was shown whose
judges included the aforementioned Mr Jones.
During the performances the video screen was peppered with artists like Brian May, Ringo Starr
and Alvin Lee to name but a few expressing what an enormous influence Lonnie had been on
them and their careers.
Next up was the fabulous Billy Bragg who spoke about
Woody Guthrie’s influence on Lonnie and Woody’s visit
to England during the war years after his merchant
navy ship was torpedoed in the channel after carrying
troops to Normandy for the landing. Billy went on to
perform the great Woody Guthrie song the Grand
Coulee Dam. Billy of course has written a wonderful
book called “Skiffle, Roots, Radicals and Rockers”
(which I have a signed copy of!). Billy preceded his
next number Stewball with an explanation of the song’s
origin. Billy is certainly one of the torch bearers
following in the tradition of important pivotal artists such as Woody and Leadbelly. Also a great
scholar of folk music, Billy ended his three songs with a rousing rendition of his song New
England.
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The actor Jim Carter is probably best known for playing the butler in the TV
programme ‘Downton Abbey’. Jim had made a short documentary for ITV
on Lonnie a few years ago and spoke of his great admiration for Lonnie.
Lonnie’s other son who was named after him performed Gambling Man
Blues.
The show continued with a set by
legendary ‘60s artists Chris Farlowe
and Paul Jones who had the entire
audience singing the traditional Pick
A Bale Of Cotton followed by
Handbags
And
Gladrags,
accompanied
by
some
great
harmonica playing by Paul Jones.
Chris was very funny with a rant
about million-year-old mineral water
and its use by date of three days
later.
The show moved on to its conclusion with the amazing Van Morrison who
performed a breath-taking set that included Long John, Muleskinner Blues,
his own Into The Mystic finishing with a rousing version of Gloria with
humorous injections by Chris Farlowe. Van’s legendary grumpiness was on
show as he chewed someone out because his guitar was out of tune. Peter
Donegan and Lonnie Jr then performed Rock Island Line.

The show ended with most of the artists returning to the stage with Peter Bullick on lead guitar
who is the husband of Deborah Bonham (sister of Led Zeppelin’s John) who was unable to appear
due to a riding accident, performing the song that Lonnie always closed his shows with,
Leadbelly’s Goodnight Irene. A very fitting finale to a very enjoyable evening for the benefit of a
great cause. A nice signed Martin Acoustic was the prize in the raffle that was presented at the
very end of the night.
Chris de Bruin (show pictures courtesy Alan Lloyd)
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 46 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Feb 3rd 2003 Lana Clarkson was found dead in Phil Spector’s Alhambra mansion, and in April 2009 the
jury found 69 year old Spector guilty of 2nd degree murder which demands a life sentence. On May 29th Los
Angeles County Judge Larry Paul Fidler told Spector he would have to serve at least 19 years in prison, and
chose 2028 for his first parole hearing. Spector did not address the court. Spector has to pay $26000 for Lana’s
funeral expenses and the cost of counselling to her mother and sister. Jackson, the prosecutor, spent years
preparing the case but never got to question Spector who did not testify in his own defence. Spector’s 28 year
old wife was in court as was Donna Clarkson, Lana’s mother. Source: Harriet Ryan, L.A. Times, 30.5.2009
2.
“Elvis Aron Presley” is promoted as an “RCA Anniversary Gift LP”. At $69.95 the author believes this to
be more a treat for RCA stockholders. It contains 87 tracks, 65 never having been released before, nearly 4.5
hours of previously unheard Elvis and a limited pressing of 250,000 numbered copies. The set is supposed to
celebrate the 15th anniversary of Elvis’ signing with RCA in November of 1955, but the release date coincides
with his death Aug, 16 1977. The set includes a 20 page booklet, and record sleeves with full colour Elvis
portraits. It covers the ‘60s through the Hollywood and Las Vegas years. The 16 sides include 4 songs from the
1st Las Vegas concert, the 3rd billed to the Freddy Martin orch., and comedian Shecky Green in the Venus
room of the New Frontier hotel. Also 15 songs from a 1961 Honolulu concert with Scotty Moore and D.J.
Fontana. Source: Robert Hilburn, L.A. Times, 12.8.1980
3.
The Highander Auditorium has a doo-wop show on Saturday, admission $39-$79.Terry Johnson of the
Flamingos appears and referring to “I Only Have Eyes For You” says it was song no. 33 that he had been given
to assess for an LP. “Flaming Serenade”. He fell asleep and awoke with his fingers shaped into a chord, and at
4am called the band over to hear the song. Phil Margo of the Tokens did a demo of “Wimoweh” which had been
done by the Weavers as a “chant”. RCA liked it but gave the band lyrics. Phil said the lyrics were boring so they
re-wrote it and changed the melody. RCA pushed the A side “Tina” but a DJ in Worcester, Mass. played the flip
“The Lion Sleeps Tonight” and it took off. Source: Jim Dail, California Press Enterprise, 17.7.2015
4.
Claude Johnson had worked several jobs, including a painter for an electrical company and a gravel
truck driver, plus as a BBQ restaurant owner. He would buy lots of fruits and nuts and put them in baskets and
deliver them to elderly immobile people in their homes. Claude died June 30th in Crystals Springs, Miss. aged
83 after struggling with diabetes. His father, Robert Johnson, a blues singer, who did not leave a will, died in
1938 aged 27, he was destitute and nobody is sure where he is buried. There are only 2 known photos of
Robert, and the courts declared Claude his father’s sole heir, awarding him rights to the estate which is worth
millions. One of the photos appeared on a Grammy winning LP cover in 1990. Source: Los Angeles Times,
8.7.2015
5.
The Record Store Book: 50 Legendary and Iconic Places to Discover New and Used Vinyl was released
in April and features 50 stores from Los Angeles to the Inland Empire. Photos by Mike Spitz and interviews
Rebecca Villaneda. Publisher Rare Bird Books, price $29.95. The book is available through online outlets and at
Barnes & Noble stores. Some of the stores have been open for 20 years. These include Record Recycler in
Torrance and Rhino Records in Claremont which started in 1976. Dennis Callaci general manager of Rhino says
“We will never be in a comfortable space again”. Wayne Johnson, co-owner of Rockaway Records in Silver
Lake since 1992 remembers that just 10 years ago CDs were still hot. Source: Des Woods 11, journal not
known, 9.8.2015
6.
Brenda Lee appears at the Golden Nugget on Friday, she celebrated her 12th birthday there when she
was part of a Christmas themed revue in 1956. Brenda says “I still hold the record (as) the youngest to ever star
on the Strip” when billed on the Perry Como show with the Inkspots, she even worked with Jimmy Durante, and
raves about seeing the Treniers. Brenda says “the Beatles used to open for me in ’60, ’61 and ’62 when touring
Europe; and tried to get them a recording contract in America but it did not happen. Her recording career was
covered by Owen Bradley in Nashville, and her stage shows by Dick Barstow who was a choreographer for Judy
Garland. Brenda does about 20 shows a year. Source: Mike Weatherford, 17.7.2015
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7.
The Viva Las Vegas Rockabilly weekend began 20 years ago in the top deck of a parking garage at
an off strip casino for a few hundred fans. The event now draws hundreds of performers and tens of
thousands of attendees from all around the world. Acts suggested seeing include: The Legends of
Rockabilly which includes Larry Collins of the Collins Kids and his Mosrite guitar. Sonny Burgess, Jack
Baymoore and Alton & Jimmy. The Stars of Rock’n’Roll Show which includes the Cleftones, Otis Williams
& the Charms, Jimmy Cavallo and Gene Summers. Source: Lisa Townsend Rodgers, Vegas Seven, April
13-19 2017
8.
Viva Las Vegas has acts booked up to 2025 and is considered the largest rockabilly and pre-‘60s
car event in the world. There are over 75 live acts including Freddy Cannon and Brenda Lee who had 47
pop, country and rockabilly chart hits during the 1960s. There are Tiki pool parties, swimsuit competitions,
pinup contest, fashion show and a burlesque lounge. The 2017 primary passes are already sold out but the
car show is available at $35 - $50. Source: Mike Prevatt, Las Vegas Weekly, 13.4.2017
9.
70 years old Rockin’ Ronny Weiser moved to Las Vegas in 1993 and has attended every Viva Las
Vegas Rockabilly event. He hosts a pre-show party “The International Rockabilly Rebels Meet and Greet”
for 300 guests at his home. In 1998 the Viva Las Vegas event hosted 1200 attendees with 12 cars at the
car show. In 2001 Ruth Brown performed. In 2007 the event moved from the Gold Coast to The Orleans. In
2010 Chuck Berry performed. In 2011 the attendance was over 20,000. In 2017 Dita Von Teese performed
in the burlesque showcase. Attendees who live the 1950s lifestyle include Amy Ortiz, owner of retro
clothing boutique Rockin’ Bettie. Stephanie Roshto owns the GlamFactory and has two 1000 square foot
warehouses. Source: Sarah Corsa, L.V. Review-Journal 9.4.2017
10.
The crowd in the second floor ballroom at the Orleans hotel were having bopping lessons where the
lady instructor instructed “I want you to pretend that you are a giant hazelnut – crack that nut”. This was the
20th anniversary of the Viva Las Vegas Rockabilly event. Two tabloid pages of photos covered the music
with images of Brenda Lee, Los Straightjackets and Jim Heath of the psychobilly Reverend Horton Heat
band. The 2nd page under the banner “Fabulous ‘50s fashions” had interviews with some of the punters.
Ms. Redd is a burlesque dancer and pinup model. Danyelle Van Der Stratton is a member of the Art Deco
Society and a swing dancer, and Elle Skeen aged 26 discovered rockabilly in England. Source: Jason
Bracelin, L.V. Review-Journal 18.4.2017
11.
Chuck Berry’s body was on view in The Pageant, a club in St. Louis, his cherry red Gibson guitar
was bolted to the inside of the coffin lid. After the viewing, family & friends packed the club, and the Rev.
Alex. Peterson said they would be celebrating Chuck’s life in Rock'n'Roll style. Bill Clinton sent a letter and
wrote “His music spoke to the hopes and dreams we all had in common. Me and Hillary grew up listening
to him” Paul McCartney and Little Richard sent notes of condolence. At the end of the funeral a brass band
played “St. Louis Blues” while Chuck’s casket was carried out. The head of the Rock'n'Roll Hall Of Fame
said “anybody who has picked up a guitar has been influenced by him”. Source: Jeff Roberson, Las Vegas
Review Journal, 10.4.2017
12.
The 1965 hit “California Dreaming” by the Mamas & The Papas included a 33 second flute solo by
Bud Shank. In 1953 Bud and guitarist Laurindo Almeida were playing Brazilian music, and their
“Braziliance” albums preceded Stan Getz and Charlie Byrd by nearly a decade. Bud performed the flute
solo on The Associations’ 1967 chart topper “Windy” and appeared on records by Sergio Mendes, Boz
Scaggs and Joni Mitchell. In his 60 year career he was considered one of the originators of the West Coast
school of cool, along with Chet Baker, Gerry Mulligan and Dave Brubeck, and the equal of other alto
saxophonists such as Art Pepper, Jackie McLean and Phil Woods. He died in 2009 aged 82. Source: Matt
Schudel, The Washington Post, 6.4.2009
13.
The Philadelphia group The Delfonics, consisted of brothers William and Wilbert Hart and Randy
Cain. The group was formed whilst they attended Philadelphia’s Overbrook High School in the 1960s. They
recorded “La La Means I Love You”, and won an R&B Grammy in 1970 for the song “Didn’t I Blow Your
Mind This Time”. Cain left the group in 1971 but rejoined for a later version of the group. He died in April
2009 at his home in Maple Shade, New Jersey, aged 63, but Rob O’Neil of the Burlington County medical
examiner’s office refused to release details. William Hart said he saw Cain 4 or 5 months ago and said “I’m
gonna miss him, we grew up together since 1968. Source: The Las Vegas Review-Journal, Sept. 13th
2009
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Gerry Champion
Gerry, where were you born?
Poplar Hospital before the Second World War in 1936. I
can remember all the barrage balloons going up and all
the guns in Victoria Park and I remember being
evacuated to Monks Eleigh in Suffolk. The first place I
went to was Hanningfield near Bury St Edmunds and
from there my mum and I were sent to Monks Eleigh for
five years. For some reason I have a vague recollection
of lots of chickens and when I was about four I was shot
at by a Messerschmitt. My mother and me and two other
evacuees were sent to this house just outside Monks
Eleigh and the woman who ran it, everyone called her Blondie, was a Nazi sympathiser. She was
about 40 and had pictures of herself with Hitler, Himmler and Goebbels on the wall as well as
plaster casts of them. When a bomber came over she used to run out into the garden waving a
lantern. We stayed with her for about six weeks.
One day I was outside playing with some children from the village when my mother came running
over, screaming at me, grabbed hold of me and pulled me down. This German Messerschmitt
came down firing, the pilot’s face covered in blood. It turned out the Home Guard shot him down
with rifles and when they got his body out of the plane his hand was jammed against the firing
button so it probably wasn’t his fault he was shooting. If it wasn’t for my mother, I wouldn’t be here
now. I captured a few Germans myself. Towards the end of the war in 1944 a bomber came over,
they made a different noise from the fighters, and I saw him in the distance coming towards the
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village when, all of a sudden, five parachutes came out. I ran and told the copper but he couldn’t
do anything as he only had one leg, poor sod (my mum used to threaten me that if I didn’t behave
myself he’d take his leg off) so I went to the local farm and everybody grabbed pitchforks and
things and charged across the fields to where the parachutes landed and caught the lot of them.
Just outside the village was a prison camp for Italians so they put them in with them.
I went to school there for a while and when I came back in
1945 I went to a couple of schools in Bethnal Green,
Lawrence School and Mansford Street School. I was a bit of a
tearaway outside school when I was 10 and spent most of my
time on bombsites which drove my mum mad. I used to go
out with a dustbin lid in one hand and my uncle made me a
proper wooden sword. Goldsmiths Row was on the same side
as the children’s hospital so out of our territory which was
opposite but I palled up with some friends and we used to raid
them and say that it was ours. We used to defend it with bricks and everything. Soon as I got out
of school I was up there with my dustbin lid.
Anyway, I got sent off to boarding school in Stourbridge, Worcestershire. I did two years there and
a senior prefect, he was 18 and on the verge of leaving, picked me out to be his fag but I wasn’t
having any of that. He said he’d give me a chance and told me to wait outside his study to make
up my mind. He came back in 20 minutes and asked if I’d made up my mind and I told him I
wasn’t going to do it and refused. I turned to walk away and he pulled out a knife and stabbed me
in the back. It wasn’t too bad really, just a bit of blood, but I wrote home about it. My uncle worked
for the Daily Mirror and got an article written about the school in the Sunday Mirror. The
headmaster called me into his study and told me my uncle was threatening to close the school
down so one of us had to go and, as the prefect was all set for a good career and I wasn’t, he
arranged for me to be transferred to Snaresbrook. That was a wonderful place and I enjoyed
being there for the next two years.
When I left I was really into music but not Rock'n'Roll at that time. The
first song I learnt was "Music! Music! Music! (Put Another Nickel In)"
by Teresa Brewer and that was in 1950 and another was "Rock Of
Gibraltar" by Frankie Laine. I got hooked on Frankie Laine,
Johnnie Ray, Guy Mitchell - I was influenced by all of them. Later
on, when I did my National Service, we had an old fashioned
jukebox in our local camp in Bourne in Hampshire and the one
they seemed to play a lot was "Heartbreak Hotel" by Elvis
Presley and I got hooked on it. I’d never heard of Presley before
that. I came home on leave and went to Woolworth’s in Mare Street
in Hackney and asked for "Blue Suede Shoes" but they said they
hadn’t got it by Presley but had it by the Canadians on the Embassy
Label so I bought it. I liked it by the Canadians and I’d never really heard of Presley. When I got
back to camp and heard "Heartbreak Hotel" that’s when I got hooked on Elvis.
Seems like an ideal opportunity for your poem.
Blackbeard was a pirate he
Who ravaged and plundered on many a sea
He suffered no wimps, he suffered no fools
And both pistol and cutlass were his favourite tools
He’d yell and he'd holler, set light to his beard
And blow out the brains of all those who leered
He really was an irate pirate
Yo ho ho, pass the rum you scum
That was my boarding school did that for me.
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During your younger life you frequented the music halls.
Definitely. The Hackney Empire and the Collins
Music Hall, Islington. I think I saw Norman Wisdom
when he was starting out there and quite a few
comedians. I thought Max Wall was brilliant. Jane
was a cartoon in the Daily Mirror and the lady that
posed for her, Chrystabel Leighton-Porter, performed
a burlesque act as the character of Jane. You’d get
all the old boys with their old raincoats on. I saw
Bonar Colleano the actor - actually you look a bit like him Keith - who
was also a bit of a comedian but mainly an actor. The Hackney Empire
was Peter Lorre, Laurel and Hardy who did a comedy routine and sang
"Lonesome Pines", and Derek Roy, the Atomic Comic. Another was
Gillie Potter, a big fat bloke who was very posh and a good comedian
and, of course, Max Miller…
Max Miller was a cheeky chappie
He never had to change a nappy
A comedian blue but full of fun
His winning smile could charm a nun
His suits were made to emphasise
And it really is no great surprise
That as a comedian he was hard to beat
But as a cheeky chappie he was the lead
There’ll never be another
Viva Max Miller
A few years ago I went to the Hackney Empire to see an old time music hall show and on the bill
was Roy Hudd amongst others. There was a very special guest on the show and by this time he
was over 90 years old. He strolled onto the stage looking the absolute professional in a gold suit,
bow tie, frilly shirt, hair perfectly combed and that was Ronnie Ronalde. When he sang his voice
was a little weak (being over 90) but when he whistled, people just went mad. I’m glad I witnessed
that as it was a piece of history.
I saw him a couple of times. I’ve got his record "In a Monastery Garden" and he was brilliant but
only a little bloke. Next door to the Hackney Empire was a pub, The Ship, and running to the cellar
was a tunnel leading from under the stage in the Hackney Empire. The top of the bill would always
go to the pub for a drink using this tunnel so we’d be waiting there and try and get them to do
something while they were there. We saw Des O’Connor, Max Miller and Hylda Baker - "She
Knows Y'Know".
There was an illusionist, Kalanag, a very tall bloke, immaculate who came on in a Rolls Royce
with a chauffeur and park in the middle of the stage. He’d tell James he could go home and he’d
make the car disappear and he’d be left on the stage alone. We saw quite a few magicians. I saw
Wilson, Keppel and Betty and their sand dance a few times although they didn’t do much for their
money really, just the same act every time. I went to the Hackney Empire from 1950 until about
1959. Do you want to hear my Royal rhyme?
Our Royals we’re told are all true blue
That’s Queen, the Duke, Prince Charles and too
Prince William and the Duchess Kate
Together looking really great
And out pops our new Prince George
Plus Princess Charlotte sweet
Not to forget our Harry
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Whose charisma’s hard to beat
England tourists to them all flock
As money spinners we must not knock
And we all know and this is true
As rulers they’re a steadfast crew
Without them we just could not be
A living treasure for you and me
Just stop and think just for a while
Where would we be without our Lizzy’s smile
Up the Royals
Now a poem about Taffy the tramp.
Our local tramp’s a Taffy
Some people think he’s daffy
But he’s nobody’s fool
In fact women think he’s cool
They dig his hairy chest
And invite him home as a guest
Although he’s big and smelly
They just love to pat his belly
And given half a chance
With him they’d gladly dance
He really can be charming
Though men find him alarming
For them he’s just a tramp
And his style they try to cramp
But Taffy always comes out winning
For most women seem so willing
To share with him their charms
And hold him in their arms
To them he’s a macho man
Although grime’s his only tan
He would rarely like to bathe
He would seldom even shave
And more weirdo’s hard to find
But I’m sure you’d change your mind
If by chance with him you met
The experience you’ll not forget
He really has a winning way
Proving every dog can have his day
Every one’s a winner.
Did you read that to the tramp himself and did he like it?
Yeah, and then he went and shot himself. No, he didn’t really. We’ve got
a local tramp but he’s not a Taffy. He looks a bit like you Keith but he
hasn’t got the same sort of hats. The poem wasn’t based on anyone
really.
How did you get to hear about the 2is?
I heard about it when I got demobbed. I read about it in the papers and I
went to see Terry Dene although not at the 2is. I saw him live at the
Finsbury Park Empire and I found out he played at the 2is and Tommy
Steele as well. I was getting on really well where I was mucking about so
I thought I’d have a go down there. At the same time I didn’t really want to
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be “discovered”. I wasn’t that interested because I was a bus conductor on the old trolley buses. I
went to the 2is and the first thing you saw as you went in was the guv’nor Paul Lincoln, who had
been the wrestler Dr Death. I told him I wanted to do a couple of numbers and I had to do an
audition and I did well. Paul told me if I was to behave myself and stop screaming and mucking
around, he already had one Sutch, he might be able to do something with me.
Talking of Dave Sutch, I thought he was brilliant at the time, he was a real showman. He had his
own band with him, the Savages. When he was on you couldn’t get down there, it was packed
solid. I don’t know what it was like when Cliff Richard was there as I never really saw him. I
remember as you went in the 2is there was a big picture of him leaning against the juke box with a
big smile.
I went there off and on from 1958 to 1961 but I didn’t want to do anything permanent as I was
doing alright and I just wanted to sing. I was known at one time as the Tommy Steele of Stamford
Hill because I used to do “Rock With The Caveman” and his other numbers but never “Little White
Bull” but I don’t think that came out until later. I did “Singing The Blues” and of course I did Cliff
although I never did “Move It” down there. When I was there the Shadows were already there as
the Drifters and I sang with them a couple of times before Cliff came along. I got on alright with
them but the one I got on with the best was Brian Bennett who was a nice feller.
One of the jobs I had was for Wiggins Teape paper manufacturers and I was in their head office
next to St Paul’s. One of the director’s chauffeurs was Harry Webb’s uncle (this was when Cliff
was still known as Harry Webb). I had a skiffle group called the Shadows (although we never got
any bookings) and this chauffeur said he’d have to tell his nephew about us. I’ve always
maintained, and I’ve said this to Cliff, that he pinched my name.
Keith Kelly (“Tease Me”) came along about 1960 who I later found out had been a member of the
John Barry Seven although I didn’t know that at the time. I’ve been in touch with him a couple of
times over the years and he’s now a gardener on the island of Sark.
So I stayed at the 2is for about four years on and off and I got on with the people and I enjoyed it.
The music started to change down there and I started singing “Hully Gully” and that went down
well. After 1961 I was singing in local pubs and I didn’t bother with the 2is anymore. I can’t really
remember who backed me except for Brian ‘Licorice’ Locking. I also remember someone nobody’s
heard of, Fabulous Fred. He made a placard for outside saying “Appearing here tonight, Fabulous
Fred”. I recall he used to sing “why is everybody always picking on me”, “Charlie Brown”. One
night I was doing my bit and Paul McCartney and John Lennon came down looking for work,
before they went to the Star Club. Because I was singing at the time they thought I was a
permanent part of the 2is and asked me if they could get up and do a spot. I told them we had
loads of people looking to do spots but they said they’d come all the way from Liverpool. I told
them I couldn’t let them up without speaking to the guv’nor so I went upstairs to ask him and he
said to tell them to come back tomorrow, which they couldn’t. That may have been a good thing
as, if they’d got work there and he hadn’t turned them away, things might have worked out
differently.
Do you remember Tony Sheridan at the 2is?
I was down there one night with Tony and Vince Taylor and the Playboys and someone came
down to take our pictures and I was right in the middle next to Tony Sheridan. He loved himself,
I’m not kidding, he put a cravat on. The pictures were taken on a Polaroid and they looked really
good so I thought I’d keep my copy. Some young girl came up and asked to take a look, snatched
it out of my hand and ran off. I told Tony I’d have to get another one and he said it would cost me.
I asked how much - ten shillings! I told him to sod off, that was a lot of money then. I wish I’d got
the picture now though as proof I was there.
Another one I got on with down there was Roy Young who was a great bloke; I remember him
playing and I’d never seen anyone like him apart from Jerry Lee Lewis. Wee Willie Harris was
down there when I was there. German television came down to film and I’d just done my spot.
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Willie had his piano in the corner and I thought I’d get in front of the cameras. I’d just started and
Willie pointed out that this was his show and I understood what he was saying so I left the stage.
I saw Vince Eager up the Hackney Empire a couple of times when they were filming “Oh Boy!”.
Cliff Richard was there once and he went next door to Bricks the Tailors and bought a shirt. I went
in there and picked out a shirt and the tailor said that Cliff had just bought the same shirt. I said I’d
have the same colour, red, but they didn’t have any left so I got a blue one. He’s wearing it on one
of his albums. The Vernon Girls were outside and a bunch of little kids were mobbing them, pulling
their hair and so on so I pushed my way through the crowd and told them to shove off. They
thanked me for that. That was probably in 1958. I liked the Hackney Empire, they had some really
good shows.
Once I was down Old Compton Street, I think I’d already been down Tin Pan Alley, and I had
these songs I’d written with me, just the lyrics. Suddenly, on the other side of the road, Gene
Vincent came along with his black leather jacket and jeans. I said, “Gene, I’m glad I’ve seen you”.
He said he was going for a drink so I said I’d go with him. We went in a pub and I got all my songs
out on the table and he picked out three of them that he liked the lyrics of. All of a sudden he got
recognised so had to leave but, before he went, he gave me an address to go to. I went there and
the bloke didn’t like it, saying I was going about it the wrong way and that I had to make an
appointment to see him. I couldn’t be bothered although I wish now I had been.
What happened after the 2is leading up to going to Holloway Road with Joe Meek?
Joe had put an advert in the Melody
Maker asking for lyricists so I phoned
up and he asked me if I could sing. I
said I could and he asked me to
come along. I went there and sang
him something which he liked and he
said at last he had somebody who
could write and sing. He really liked it
and took me into his confidence,
telling me he was being sued for
£42,000 over Telstar which had sold
millions but they didn’t get the
money. The Honeycombs hadn’t had
a hit for a while and he reckoned if
he could get another hit for them he
could get the money. I wrote
something
called
Rush
Hour
Romance which sounded a bit sugary but it was alright. Joe said he wanted something like The
Hollies in style so I wrote it like that in the back of a van in Holloway Road. Joe liked it and
recorded it along with Midnight Train and It’s Never Too Late. I had three in the can but they
disappeared. In the film of Telstar, at the end the phone rings. That could have been me as I
called to find out what time he wanted us at the studio the next day but obviously he never
answered. We turned up the next day and were told not to touch anything because of fingerprints.
We didn’t know what was going on but the police were there and we later found out he was dead.
It was a shame as he was a nice bloke to talk to. I never knew he was gay and, other than being a
bit friendly, he never tried anything on with me.
On the first day we got there to show him the songs there were a load of people upstairs and a
drum kit came flying down the stairs. Joe had tried his hand at ska or calypso and he had an all
black band upstairs trying it out and he’d picked up the drum kit and thrown it down the stairs. The
band ran out and my mate wanted to go as well, but Joe told us to stay as we had work to do. Joe
calmed down, had a chocolate or something, and we went into the studio.
I was working with Dave Sutch once as a guest artist with the band for the army, Vauxhall Holiday
Park in Great Yarmouth, for the weekend. We were given brand new Swiss chalets and Sutch
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turned up very late and they were getting really worried. Apparently he’d accepted a booking up in
Glasgow and they didn’t know who to put on in his place. He made a grand entrance at the last
minute in a helicopter and they managed to get him on stage, albeit quite late. He went on and
they really loved it. There was also Gerry and the Pacemakers, Chris Black and the Black Cats,
Tommy Bruce, Graham Fenton’s Matchbox, Johnny Leyton and Ricky Valance.
Nobody knew who I was and I went on first. The announcer said “Ladies and Gentlemen, Rockin’
Gerry!” I was getting all these whistles before I’d even started and I went down a treat. Afterwards,
some old girl came up with her souvenir programme for me to sign and asked why I hadn’t done
any of my hit numbers. She gave me a photo of Gerry Marsden so I signed it with his name.
Any memories of your trolley bus conductor days?
My bus ran from Stamford Hill, the 647, 649a or 643 and, at the
same time, I was going down the 2is. I used to look forward to
traffic jams because as soon as we hit one, I started singing to
the passengers, up and down the cabin singing Rock With The
Caveman, Blue Suede Shoes. A young girl turned up on the bus
one day with a big thick book. I asked her what it was and she
said she was the president of the Charlie Gracie fan club who
was on at the London Palladium.
On top of the bus you had the pick-ups and if you turned the
corner too sharp they came flying off so you had to get up there
and put them back on. My driver would say it was about time we
had a break so we’d get down to Shoreditch High Street and
he’d hang a right and the pick-ups came off. He told me to make
out I couldn’t get them back on again - “Everybody off!” They
had batteries but you could only go about five miles an hour on
the batteries. The driver would turn down a side road to a little café and we’d go in there for half
an hour for breakfast. He was good fun.
We used to go from Stamford Hill to London Docks on the 647 and the 643 went to the
Embankment. We really came unstuck once. We were on the Embankment
and the fog came down, something happened and we had to run on batteries
at 5mph all the way back to Stamford Hill. It’s all uphill and it took about an
hour and a half.
At the Hackney Empire was Leslie Welch, the Memory Man. He used to get on
my bus quite a bit and he could never remember the fare! He used to get on at
Bruce Grove Station, he lived round there, and he always said “How much to
Stamford Hill?” He had to change there to get another bus. He used to sit
there mumbling away to himself, always in the same seat, upstairs on the left.
He always wore a smart blazer.
How did you get to hear about the 2is plaque in 2006?
You advertised it on BBC Radio Essex. I heard it
and thought that was something I should go and
have a look at. I went and I never looked back that’s when I made my first couple of million. It all
went in tax though. Seriously, I enjoyed the day and
met up with a lot of people.
Since that time you’ve joined in our jam sessions
and also played on numerous TFTW shows,
including the time I announced Raye DuVal who
was off having a meal when he should have been
on stage and you jumped up and saved the day.
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I think I’ve turned up to nearly everything - and I’m still waiting for my money! I’ll finish off with my
poem about my type of music.
My kind of music
I dig jazz, I think it’s cool
Especially trad, well as a rule
Sometimes I like a little blues
Mixed with some rhythm, just how can you lose?
But the kind that gets me right to my soul
Is that good old fashioned Rock’n’Roll
Good time music with a solid beat
Makes you lose inhibitions, gives your feet a treat
If you really, truly want to come alive
Get yourself a partner, learn how to jive
It’s all so easy and it’s so much fun
Rock'n'Roll can be enjoyed by anyone
So whether you’re young or whether you’re old
Just give it a try and you’ll be sold
There is no better there is no doubt
That Rock'n'Roll music just knocks you out
So get rockin’
Up the rockers
Thanks Gerry, it’s been great.
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The evidence is only circumstantial, but it is pretty damning. I am referring to the events of July
1974 in my father's country, Cyprus. Turkey has been the scapegoat for the division of the island
ever since, but it is very important to examine closely the sequence of events in that fateful month.
Greece was at the time ruled by a right-wing military junta. 'Enosis' or union with Greece had long
been a cherished hope of both mainland Greeks and Greek-Cypriots, so the junta in Athens
decided to bring this about in July 1974 by means of a coup in Cyprus led by Nicos Sampson. The
Presidential Palace of the Greek-Cypriot leader, Archbishop Makarios, was bombed, but he
escaped alive. This was where the coup all went wrong; the President of Cyprus was never meant
to survive.
Now comes the crucial thing. There were three countries which were guarantors of Cypriot
independence. They were three NATO countries; the UK, Greece and Turkey. Obviously Greece
can be instantly discounted since, by means of the Sampson coup organized from Athens, it had
tried to annex Cyprus. The aim of the coup was Enosis or union with Greece. This left just the UK
and Turkey who were authorized to intervene to restore Cypriot independence.
The United Kingdom retained two large 'sovereign bases' in Southern Cyprus, which were in fact
areas of occupation ceded to the former colonial power. In these two base areas, which included
public roads and countryside, British law ruled even for Cypriots. The two sovereign bases are
home to thousands of British troops permanently stationed on the island.
The first obvious question is why these troops did not immediately overthrow the illegal Sampson
coup by which Greece tried to annex Cyprus. Indeed, how did Greece ever expect to get away
with it when the UK had so many troops stationed on the island? There can surely only be one
answer; it was a NATO plot and Greece was given the nod to go ahead with the coup as the UK
would not oppose it. Indeed Turkey, as a co-guarantor of Cypriot independence with many
Turkish-Cypriots on the island, requested the UK crush the illegal coup and restore Cypriot
independence. The UK refused. Meanwhile the legal President of Cyprus, Archbishop Makarios,
arrived in New York and told the UN General Assembly: “Greece has invaded my country.” If he
expected the UN to take action he was disappointed, with the USA and UK being permanent UN
Security Council members with a veto on UN resolutions it was powerless to act without their
permission.
In these circumstances Turkey exercised its right as a
guarantor power to intervene in Cyprus to protect the
Turkish-Cypriot population, which were in grave danger of
ethnic cleansing. It would have been impossible for Turkey
to restore Cypriot independence, however, because of the
presence of the thousands of British troops permanently
stationed in the sovereign bases. All Turkey could do was
intervene to create a safe haven in the North for TurkishCypriots. This they did in the same month, July 1974, and a
huge transfer of populations subsequently took place, with
Greek-Cypriots in the North fleeing South and TurkishCypriots in the South fleeing North.
In the North the Turkish Federated State of Cyprus was declared with Rauf Denktash as
President, in the hope that a federal solution could be found. In the wake of the Turkish
intervention the Sampson coup collapsed, as did the military junta in Athens. Ever since then the
fact that Makarios said that Greece had first invaded Cyprus has been forgotten by all but Turkey,
which has been made the scapegoat for the division of the island. Constantly we hear of the
Turkish invasion and what Greek-Cypriots refer to as the Turkish zone of occupation. Never do we
hear about the Greek invasion which preceded this in the form of the Sampson coup organized
ostensibly from Athens.
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I say 'ostensibly' since it is fairly certain this was, in fact, a NATO plot orchestrated by the United
States and the United Kingdom to rid the island of Makarios. The coup could never have
succeeded without the cooperation of the UK as its troops in Cyprus could have crushed the coup
very quickly, as they were indeed obliged to do as one of the three guarantor powers.
It has to be recognized that there had long been ethnic strife between Turkish and Greek Cypriots,
and that North Cyprus, including the northern part of the capital Nicosia, had a large TurkishCypriot population, even though they were spread all over the island as were Greek-Cypriots.
When Turkey intervened they stopped at the Green Line or Attila Line which cut right through the
capital Nicosia. They could not move much further South without coming up against one of the UK
sovereign bases with its many troops. It also has to be stated that the Turkish-Cypriots were
largely marginalized by the bigger Greek-Cypriot population. Although Rauf Denktash was
nominally the Vice-President of Cyprus, he and the other Turkish-Cypriots had little power.
Assuming a NATO plot to rid the island of Makarios, it was obviously foreseen by NATO that
following the Sampson coup and the refusal of the UK to exercise its duty as a guarantor of
Cypriot independence, it was inevitable that Turkey, as
the only other guarantor power apart from Greece,
would intervene militarily. However it probably was not
foreseen that Turkey would take Famagusta and the
holiday resort of Verosha. It seems this resort was
taken as a bargaining chip in any eventual settlement
of the Cyprus problem with a federal solution. Verosha,
the tourist part of Famagusta, has remained a ghost
town ever since 1974. It is closed off and has never
been developed as a resort by Turkish-Cypriots.
Buildings remain as they were in July 1974, deserted
and decaying.
The big question, of course, is why would NATO wish to rid the island of President Makarios. He
was a prominent figure in the Non-Aligned group of countries, which NATO regarded as
Communist fellow-travelers. Cyprus had a large Communist Party, AKEL. The clincher for me was
something my Greek-Cypriot father said when he returned from Cyprus after the Sampson coup.
My father had always, like all Greek-Cypriots, been an admirer of Archbishop Makarios. On his
mantelpiece in Hampstead were two large pictures, one of EOKA-B terrorist leader George
Grivas, and the other of Makarios. On his return to London after the coup my father removed the
picture of the Archbishop, the legal President of Cyprus. I visited him in his flat, and two GreekCypriots students were staying with him and planning to go on a march to protest the coup and
restore Makarios as President of Cyprus. They asked my father to join them, and he refused
saying “Makarios is a Communist”.
This, of course, was ridiculous. Makarios was the elected President of Cyprus and an archbishop
in the Greek Orthodox Church. However if my father now regarded Makarios as a Communist, he
was probably closer to the coup organizers and may have even been involved directly. He had
already told me the UK had nuclear weapons stored in Cyprus under a hill on one of the sovereign
bases, and said there were many things about his country I did not know. Clearly implying he
knew quite a lot.
Why would NATO be so concerned about Makarios? If, as my father had said, they thought the
Cypriot President was too left wing or even Communist, then the great danger would be that a
pro-Soviet Makarios would allow Soviet naval ships to use Cypriot ports, giving them access to the
Mediterranean near the very volatile and sensitive Middle East. Makarios had to be eliminated at
all costs, but he survived the coup.
After both the Sampson coup and the military junta in Athens collapsed following the Turkish
intervention in Cyprus, Makarios returned to the South of the island and was reinstated as
President of the Greek-Cypriot Republic of Cyprus. Rauf Denktash was President of the
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unrecognized (except by Turkey) of the then Turkish Federated State of Cyprus which later
became the equally unrecognized Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus.
Could it be significant that just three years after the coup which was meant to eliminate Makarios,
he very conveniently died in 1977? He now has a huge statue erected to him, his apparent left
wing leanings all forgotten.
Cyprus remains divided between the Greek-Cypriot Republic of Cyprus, which flies the Cypriot
flag and that of mainland Greece, and the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus which flies the
TRNC flag and that of mainland Turkey. There are also the British sovereign bases and the UN
buffer zone. However in 2004 the UN under Kofi Annan organized a referendum in the two Cypriot
republics to approve his plan for reunification under a federal solution. 65% of Turkish-Cypriots
supported this UN plan to reunite the island, while only 24% of Greek-Cypriots supported it, so the
island remains divided. Despite the reunification failing because of the Greek-Cypriots, who form
the majority of the population of Cyprus, the Greek-Cypriot entity was rewarded with EU
membership, while this was denied to the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, still unrecognized
by all but Turkey.
Although the Cyprus situation has eased somewhat with the border between the two Cypriot
republics now opened to both Cypriot communities (previously it was closed to them and Nicosia
was divided by a Berlin-type wall), the division of the island remains with no solution in sight
despite repeated attempts. The conclusion I have reached is that division actually suits both
Cypriot republics, despite what they may say publicly. Until there is a will on both sides the island
will never be reunited.
What everyone should remember, however, is that the division was caused by the Greeks on
mainland Greece supported by many Greek-Cypriots and was entirely due to the Sampson coup
to annex the whole island to Greece, and the continued division is also entirely the fault of GreekCypriots who vetoed the Annan Plan for reunification, which was supported by Turkish-Cypriots.
That NATO was almost certainly the instigator of the events of 1974 is now unimportant. Until
Greek and Turkish Cypriots can agree a federal solution for reunification, the division of the island
will remain.
Tony Papard (formerly Papadopoulos)
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The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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JAZZ JUNCTION
.

Adam Glasser Sextet at East Side Jazz Club, 4 June 2019
Harmonica players in jazz are a very rare occurrence,
so rare that I could think of only one off the top of my
head and that is Toots Thielemans who was born in
Brussels, making him one more to add to the list of
famous Belgians. Wikipedia named twelve harmonica
players in jazz, and (excluding Toots Thielemans)
alone among those whom I have heard playing, in fact
recently in a 1950s comedy series on Radio 4 Extra,
was Max Geldray who, reflecting on the experience,
called his autobiography Goon With The Wind.
My first live encounter of jazz harmonica came during
the build-up to the D-Day celebrations via the hands
(and lungs) of the South African, Adam Glasser, as he
integrated himself into his sextet’s horn section without
appearing out of place. However, he spent most of his
time at the piano, which instrument, personal
preference admitted, was a key component for the style of South African jazz being played.
His fellow musicians making up the band were Chris Batchelor (trumpet), Steve Buckley (alto
sax), George Crowley (tenor sax), Steve Watts (bass), and Tim Giles (drums). And they were all
deserving of full credit for bringing to life music that represented the indomitable spirit of
oppressed black South Africans during apartheid. For many of the country’s jazz musicians it was
the vicious crackdown that followed the 1960 Sharpeville massacre that precipitated their exile to
Europe or the USA in order to be able to pursue their chosen career.
Given the dearth of South African jazz (of any sort) being performed in
London, it was fascinating to hear the selections made. Zandile, came
from the 1975 eponymously titled album by the Jazz Ministers and was
composed by the band’s pianist Victor Nladzilwana, and it easily
compared with the best of American soul jazz. Another pianist, Bheki
Mseleku was based in London for a while, and the gentle Joy was from a
later period in the shape of his 1992 album Celebration.
One of South Africa’s top jazz composers, Caiphus Semenya, was another of the many jazz
musicians who relocated to the USA, and his The Big Apple was recorded in 1972 by probably the
most famous émigré of them all, Hugh Masekela. Nomalanga was another Caiphus Semenya
composition to which we were treated, though without any vocal contribution.
Scullery Department was recorded in 1959 by the Jazz Epistles shortly before their break up. The
band included some of South Africa’s very best jazz musicians including Hugh Masekela
(trumpet), Kippie Moeketsi (alto sax), and the pianist then known as Dollar Brand who later
changed his name to Abdullah Ibrahim and is still stunning audiences today. It was his joyfully
insistent Cherry that brought an exceptionally enjoyable evening of jazz to a close.
I should not end without mentioning the sad passing of drummer Clive
Fenner, an inspiration and driving force behind the East Side Jazz Club for
many years, who died in April. I have no doubt that he would be proud to
see that the club, judging by the numbers attending this event, is still
thriving. Long may it continue.
Dave Carroll
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Sunday, June 16, 2019
4th Blackpool International Soul Festival
The annual International Soul Festival in Blackpool has rapidly developed into Northern Soul's
premier event with many hundreds of people dancing and otherwise enjoying all forms of soul
music in the many bars and ballrooms at Blackpool's Winter Gardens. This year's festival - the
fourth - was probably the best yet, with four excellent acts, each doing shortish sets on the Friday
and Saturday nights in the huge Empress Ballroom, a screening of a film about legendary
producer Bert Berns and an interview session with long time record producer H B Barnum.
Friday's live session began with Randy Brown, a
Memphis born singer with a smooth and quite beautiful
voice. Randy was once in the Stax group The
Newcomers, as was his brother Bertram, who joined
two other backing singers and the Snake Davis band in
providing solid support. Dressed in a smart light purple
suit, Randy sang just four numbers, but his voice
caressed each of them in a quite sublime way. These
included 'I Was Blessed (the Day I Found You)', the
Teddy Pendergrass-like 'I Would Rather Hurt Myself
Than Hurt You' and the uptempo 'I'm Always In the
Mood'. Not long enough, it must be said, but a highly
enjoyable set.
He was followed on stage by Motown star Brenda
Nick with Brenda
Holloway, who was a vision to behold in a flowing
peach coloured gown. Brenda, who I've seen several
times in recent years and who never disappoints,
despite a slightly wavery voice at times, gave it her
all with a dynamic performance. She included 'How
Many Times Did You Mean It' - a song requested by
festival organiser Richard Searling (recently awarded
a British Empire Medal) which she had not performed
live before. Other numbers included 'I'll Be Available',
'When I'm Gone', 'He's My Kind of Fella', her first big
hit 'Every Little Bit Hurts', 'Starting The Hurt All Over'
and 'Reconsider'. She ended with a song she wrote
herself and which has been recorded by many other singers, 'You Make Me So Very Happy'.
Saturday morning saw the screening of 'Bang', a film about legendary Sixties record producer Bert
Berns who died tragically young aged 38. The film was fascinating, although the sound was so
bad that I could only understand about one word in five.
This was followed by an interview by producer H B Barnum with Kev Roberts, which covered his
varied career in a fair amount of detail and which I found very interesting. He has worked with
such artists as Martha Reeves, Gladys Knight, Irma Thomas ('Time Is On My Side'), Al Wilson,
Johnny Bristol and Nancy Wilson and was the 'go to' man for people like Frank Sinatra and Count
Basie. He was also a member of the Robins vocal group. He said he had hundreds of unissued
tapes in his possession: what a treasure house there must be there.
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Saturday night's live show began with Ronnie McNeir, who I've
never seen before and who surprised me with a very proficient,
slick and thoroughly enjoyable Northern Soul set, which
included some good moves too. He began with 'Isn't She A
Pretty Girl' and continued with the Four Tops song 'Ask The
Lonely' (Ronnie had a spell with Motown in the seventies and
still sings with the Four Tops ), 'You're My Lucky Number' and
the Northern flavoured 'Sitting In My Class'. He moved to the
keyboard for one final number, his best known record 'Wendy Is
Gone'. A good and highly enjoyable set.
Next up was supposed to have been Prince Philip Mitchell, who
backed out due to illness, so instead we had a couple of Prince
Philip related numbers from the Snake Davis band, including
Bobby Womack's 'Home Is Where The Heart Is', followed by a
reprise of a couple of numbers by Brenda Holloway, this time
wearing a tight fitting white trouser suit, ('When I'm Gone’ and
'You Make Me So Very Happy') and Randy Brown (‘I'm Always In
The Mood') who showed some pretty good dance steps.
Final act of what was a brilliant evening was Eddie Holman,
looking extremely dapper in a shiny red suit. Eddie is hardly
the most modest of men, bragging about how young he
looked and how sexy he was in his red suit. But his
description of himself as 'the greatest falsetto of all time'
was hard to dispute, as his voice, even in his seventies,
remains incredibly pure on the impossible top notes that he
reaches. His highly enjoyable set included 'She's Wanted (In
Three States)’, a stunning 'I Surrender', a fantastic 'Hey
There Lonely Girl' and 'This Will Be A Night To Remember'.
I can't remember a more enjoyable set at Blackpool and it
truly was a night to remember. Thanks go to everyone who made it possible, not least Simon
White, who helped with my VIP pass and the many fans who danced the nights away and who
clearly love this very distinct and obsessive music style.
Monday, June 17, 2019
Doug Kershaw at the 100 Club
After a great weekend of soul music 'up north' I hurried back to London to catch the first ever UK
performance by the 'Rajin' Cajun' Doug Kershaw at the 100 Club. This was yet another in the long
run of Tales From The Woods shows organised by Keith Woods and it was good to see a fair
sized crowd present for this one off occasion, including quite a few music industry people.
Providing the backing throughout was the ever reliable Tales From The Woods band (John
Spencely, Claire Hamlin, Rob Davis and Jeff Tuck)
who got things going with a few well-chosen numbers,
including 'Ain't Got You', Gene Terry's 'Cindy Lou', 'I'm
On Fire' and 'Thirty Days'. John's vocals are getting
more confident and he really got the songs across
strongly.
The support act on the night was veteran rocker
Graham Fenton, who sang a couple of Gene Vincent
numbers, along with 'Wild One', 'Pretend', 'Buzz Buzz
A Diddle It' (from his time with Match Box), Conway
Twitty's 'I'll Try', Ronnie Hawkins' 'Southern Love' and,
inevitably, 'Rockabilly Rebel'. It was a good solid set
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and Graham was to play his part later in the main event of the night, the Rajin' Cajun's London
debut.
Doug Kershaw's appearance onstage, in a bright red
jacket, really got the place jumping. He's 83 but his
stage act is as animated as ever. It's riotously chaotic,
with piles of papers on his music stand and bows for
his fiddle flying here and there. But what a great
performer he is. He attacks his fiddle with ferocity,
smiles and winks his way through every number and
you can't help smiling yourself as his engaging
personality fills the stage.
He first performed in 1948 with brother Rusty and
many of his songs date back to his Louisiana days in
the fifties and early sixties. He began with 'Diggy
Diggy Lo' and he was joined on stage by his son Zachary for 'Hey Sheriff', with added vocal
support from John Spencely. 'It's Better To Be A Has Been' went down well, as did 'Goin' Down
The Road', a song he recorded with Rusty back in the fifties. A solo stab at 'Cajun Joe (The Bully
Of The Bayou)’, was short but quite magnificent with some manic fiddling, and another Rusty and
Doug number 'Why Don't You Love Me' followed. He
said he wished Rusty was still alive to see how the
music still lives.
He turned to his guitar for his next song 'Love Me To
Pieces' and Graham Fenton came on stage to provide
added support on 'Hey Mae'. There was a group
approach to his classic 'Louisiana Man' and as an
encore the Cajun anthem 'Jambalaya'. Finally, after a
few minutes, he returned for a second encore, this
time of 'Hey Mae'. Throughout his set the band did a
sterling job and this was a fantastic night of music.
Once again Keith has pulled off a triumph on 'the
stage of legends' at the 100 Club.
Thursday, June 27, 2019
Stray Cats at Hammersmith Apollo
Having failed to see The Stray Cats live over the best part of four decades I've now seen them
twice in little over 12 months - in Las Vegas last year and at the Hammersmith Apollo last night.
The place was packed showing that the Long Island trio's fan base has stayed loyal over the
years. And the band's neo-rockabilly music has stayed much the same: great if you like it - and
most people there most certainly did - but lacking in passion so far as I'm concerned. They look
the part, however, with multiple tattoos and rocker style clothing and hair, and still have plenty of
energy, and clearly know what their fans expect and like.
This was the 40th anniversary tour and follows various
splits and reunions over the years. Brian Setzer remains
the lynch pin of the band and he's a fine guitarist. Lee
Rocker's double bass playing provides a strong base and
'Slim Jim' Phantom, who continues to live up to his
nickname, gives the drums a good hammering.
They began with a new song, 'Cat Fight (Over a Dog Like
Me)' from their new album '40', but it was soon back to
their roots with 'Runaway Boys', the number that put
them on the map 40 years ago. This, for me, was the
best song they recorded, bringing back memories of
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three fresh faced youths trying their best to make
rockabilly commercial, and succeeding. Next came a
Gene Vincent number 'Double Talkin' Baby', 'Stray
Cat Strut' and a tribute to their musical heroes 'Gene
and Eddie'. Stuck down the front, trying to get some
photos, it was impossible to move because of the
crush and a kind attendant had brought glasses of
water to some of the audience, who were clearly
wilting as they waited for the show to begin.
They were more than happy when it did and the trio
continued with 'Mean Pickin' Man, 'I Won't Stand In
Your Way' and a good instrumental version of Dick
Dale's 'Misirlou'. Lee Rocker took the lead on 'When
Nothing's Going Right' and Brian Setzer continued
with '(She's) Sexy + 17’ and Dorsey Burnette's 'My
One Desire'.
I moved to the back to get some air but could see little as the music continued. The middle aged
crowd, mostly male, lapped up two of their best known songs 'Fishnet Stockings' and 'Rock This
Town' and the encore of a further three songs, including 'Rock It Off' and 'Rumble In Brighton'
went down well.
This was my first visit to the Hammersmith Odeon (as was) for several years and it proved a pretty
good venue for a sold out concert even if the size of the crowd made viewing difficult and listening
tricky too. But I doubt I will bother to go and see their 50th anniversary tour, should either they or I
still be around then.
Doris Day April 3, 1922 – May 13, 2019

Finally, I must pay tribute to Doris Day who has died aged 97. She was a regular feature of the
big movies of my youth, including 'Love Me Or Leave Me', 'The Man Who Knew Too Much' (which
included her Oscar winning song 'Que Sera Sera'), 'The Tunnel Of Love', and 'Move Over Darling',
which featured perhaps her biggest, and best, record. A true great of the movies, and not a bad
singer.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
WILLIE FORD
Willie Lee Ford was a member of legendary Detroit soul vocal group
The Dramatics, whose bass voice anchored many of their best
known classic hits in the seventies. He was born 10th July 1950 in
LaGrange, Georgia. His formative years as a singer saw him
frequently, successfully, performing at talent shows, also a former
member of the Capitals.
After moving to Detroit in 1964 he hooked up with Ron Banks and
Larry Reed, to form the vocal group the Dynamics, releasing 'Bingo'
on the Wingate imprint. Due to an error by the label, they
accidentally changed the name of the group to the Dramatics for
their second release, 'Inky Dinky Wang Dang Doo', which became a
sizeable hit on the Northern soul scene. In 1967 a switch to
Wingate's sister label Sport resulted in the group’s debut to the
charts with, 'All Because Of You', R&B (48).
In 1971 the quintet’s fortunes flourished when Detroit producers
Donn Davis and Tony Hestor took control of the group’s career, and signed them to the Memphis
based Stax Records. They immediately hit both R&B (3) and Pop (9) charts with the showstopper,
'Whatcha See Is Whatcha You Get'.
From 1971 to 1982 there was not one year the group did not make the R&B charts, including
these soul platters that matter; 'In The Rain’, ‘Hey You! Get Off My Mountain', an excellent cover
of Billy Paul's classic cheating song, 'Me and Mrs. Jones', 'You’re Fooling You', 'Be My Girl', 'I
Can’t Get Over You', and 'Welcome Home', along with a number of successful albums for various
labels, Cadet, ABC, MCA and Capital.
L.J.Reynolds joined the group in 1973 to 1982 when he ventured onto a fairly successful solo
career. He is mainly noted for his semi classic 'Key To The World'. Ron Banks also quit the group
in 1982. After the departures of two main members, The Dramatics disbanded in 1982, only to be
reunited in 1986, achieving in that year their last chart entry with, 'One Love Ago', on the Fantasy
label.
With various line up changes the group continued to tour, with their grasp of superior soul
remaining as sure as ever. Definitley one of the all time top soul vocal groups ever. Willie died
28th May 2019, aged 68.
JOHN GARY WILLIAMS
John Williams recorded for Stax records, as both front
man of the soul group the Mad Lads, and as a solo artist.
He was the last living original member of the group.
He was born in 1946 in Memphis, Tennessee. During the
early sixties, whilst still at high school, along with fellow
Memphis natives Julius Green, William Brown (who was
the brother of Randy Brown), and Robert Phillips formed
the vocal group the Emeralds, at first playing clubs and
college gigs.
In early 1964, now renamed the Mad Lads signed and
recorded for Stax records. After their initial release, a
potential dance craze, 'The Sidewalk Surf' flopped, they
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were switched to Stax subsidiary, Volt Records. The follow up, owing more to Doo-Wop than
Southern soul, 'Don't Have To Shop Around', became a national hit (R&B 11/Pop 93), and the
group were on their way. The follow up, 'I Want Someone', was even more successful, (R&B
10/Pop 74). Just as the hits started to flow, army service took Williams away from the group, who
he re-joined on his return from Vietnam. Meanwhile a steady flow of fine soulful recordings
rewarded the group with a further handful of R&B hits, including in 1968 a rather delightful ditty,
'So Nice', (R&B 35). In 1969 a rendering of the Jimmy Webb standard, 'By The Time I Get To
Phoenix', transpired to be the Mad Lads’ last chart entry, (R&B 28/Pop 84). At Stax Williams also
doubled as a staff songwriter.
The line-up changed from time to time during the group’s nine years they were with Volt. It would
appear that the group had run its course, so in 1973 they were dropped by Stax, resulting in the
group breaking up.
Williams now ventured into a solo career. A couple of decent releases, particularly, 'The Whole
Damn World Is Going Crazy', which was also the title of his album, (Stax) and 'Come What May'
(Truth), were not so successful.
Although the group didn’t have a record deal for over 12 years they were back on vinyl in 1985,
now as The World Famous Mad Lads, with 'You Blew It', for Express Records, with a memorable
melody line, which owes a lot to the Spinners, 'Working My Way Back To You'. In 1990 Williams
formed yet another new touring version of the Mad Lads. Who recorded an album MADDER
THAN EVER, with little impact. The new Mad Lads continued to extensively tour.
The group’s style was gently relaxed, along with sophisticated soulful vocals, over the top of a
simple laid back Memphis rhyme. Simply gorgeous soul at its very best. He died 28th May 2019
aged 73.
50 YEARS AGO (August/September 1969)
SOUL CITY RECORDS
SOUL CITY TOP TWENTY FORTY FIVES
I Turned You On - The Isley Brothers : Major
Minor
Cloud Nine - The Temptations : Tamla
Motown
Soul Clap ‘69 - Booker T & The M.Gs : Stax
Too Busy Thinking About My Baby - Marvin
Gaye : Tamla Motown
Choice Of Colours - Impressions : Buddah
Papa True Love - Mighty Sam : Soul City
Baby Jane - Otis Clay : Atlantic
Happy - William Bell : Stax
That’s Not Love - Dee Dee Warwick : Mercury
And Black Is Beautiful - Nicki Lee : Deep Soul
Walk On Judge - The Soul Partners : Parma
Free Me - Otis Redding : Atco
Whirlpool - The Mirettes : Soul Bag
Sock It To ‘Em Soul Brother - Bill Moss :
Pama
I Love You - Eddie Holman : Action
The Waiting Is Not In Vain - Tyrone Davis : Atlantic
Share Your Love With Me - Bobby Bland : Action
We Got Our Bag - Peggy Scott/Jo Jo Benson : Polydor
Party In The Woods - The Persuasions : Minit
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Reconsider Me - Johnny Adams : Polydor
TOP TEN ALBUMS
VARIOUS ARTISTS - Soul From The City : Soul City
PEGGY SCOTT & JO JO BENSON - Soulshake : Polydor
JAMES BROWN - Live At Apollo Vol. 2 : Polydor
DIONNE WARWICK - Soulful : Pye Int.
OTIS REDDING - Love Man : Atco
JERRY BUTLER - The Ice Man Cometh : Mercury
AL WILSON - Searching For The Dolphins : Liberty
THE PACKERS - Hole In The Wall : Soul City

THE ISLEY BROTHERS - It’s Your Thing : Major Minor
CLARENCE CARTER - Testifyin’ : Atlantic
40 YEARS AGO 1979
Al Green 6 nights at the Venue Victoria 24th to 19th August (£4.50)
James Brown 5 nights at the Venue Victoria 5th to 9th September (£5.50)
Billy Paul + Billy Preston Odeon, Hammersmith 7th September (£2.75)
Gladys Knight & the Pips Odeon, Lewisham 24th October (£4.50). Her recent 1999 tour, with not a
Pip in sight, price range was £65 up to £268.
Jimmy Rogers & Left Hand Frank 100 Club 23rd September.
Fat Larry’s Band Venue, Victoria 11th October (£3.50).
I can even remember a particular disco tune they played in the interval. 'Love Don’t Come Easy'
by New Jersey Connection. As good today as it was back then. I see it was released in 1981, so it
wasn't Fat Larry, but a later visit to that great venue.

Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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TFTW continues its new section where we revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a
current relevance.

BEGINNINGS (Part 1 & 2)
Recollections by Ralph Edwards
Previously printed over five issues between 2001 and 2003
Not having the "right" instruments didn't stop us from forming a skiffle group. 1956 and I was 14
years old, Bill Haley & his Comets were already a Rock’n’Roll sensation and the back swell of the
"new" music was rolling in. Breaking through at the same time were Lonnie Donegan & his Skiffle
Group, The Vipers, Johnny Duncan and a few others, all making homemade music. All over town,
and throughout Britain, schoolboy and youth skiffle groups were enthusiastically springing up.
We'd talked about it between classes, and probably during as well! None of us even knew if we
had any talent but it didn't seem to matter. We chewed over what to call ourselves and finally
agreed on The Riders - it sort of sounded western. We thought it was a great name and didn't
understand why older lads sniggered at our name, but we didn't know about sexual innuendo
then!
I don't remember how we decided who was in the group or who would play what. At first we
couldn't afford musical instruments on our 8s/0d (40p) a week morning paper rounds. Luckily for
me, my elder brother, Des, fancied making a guitar. Ever impatient, he built one with straight sides
with the top tapering towards the neck. It looked a bit like a small coffin with a long handle. (I don't
think even Bo had his square guitar then). Once Des had made it, his initial interest was over and
he gave it to me. I didn't know any chords but, even if I had, the strings were so far above the fret
board that it was impossible to hold them down. Later at a school concert someone said it
sounded like bells. I felt quite indignant.
Members of Harlescott T.W.G. ‘Putting On The Style’ with their
teenage skiffle group guests (1957), Ozzie playing ‘The Coffin’.
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David 'Ozzie' Osliffe, who was going to be the lead singer, and Alan 'Satch' Fletcher ('Satch'
because he could play the trumpet - but with us, no way) both found violins in their family attics,
on which they put ukulele strings. I think the three of us must have tuned to an open chord,
strummed for all we were worth whilst singing over the drone. We called Ozzie and Satch's
instruments "viol-uke-itars". Ozzie's mate, Michael 'Mack' Deakin played rhythm on his mum's
corrugated metal washboard with his mum's metal sewing thimbles on his fingers. My mate, Clive
'Subs' Summers, played the tea-chest bass. His "instrument" was a 2 foot square packing case
(that once imported bulk dried tea-leaves from Ceylon or India), a broom handle and a length of
twine. The bass tones were good but the accuracy of the notes was approximate to start with. I
painted Subs' tea-chest bass and my "coffin" guitar black and white; we all wore white shirts and
black jeans to match. In case you are wondering, I didn't have a nickname, until 42 years later.
Although Lonnie, God bless him, started the skiffle craze with 'Rock Island Line', The Vipers
Skiffle Group were our champions. They were more like us ordinary folk and we could aspire to do
what they did, whereas Lonnie was a star, and an exceptionally dynamic singer (and still is at 70
years of age); he also had musicians in his group, which didn't seem quite fair. We sang in unison
or call and response field hollers like The Vipers. On hire-purchase from our local music shop I
bought a proper guitar, which cost me £7 10s/6d (£7.52½p). Mum made me a guitar carrying case
out of green, waxed canvas and on Sunday after dinner I set off on my bike for our practice room
in the grounds of Pimley Manor. I was in high spirits and eager for the lads to see my new guitar,
so when I fell off on top of it turning a gritty right hand corner I just couldn't look inside the case
until I reached the practice room. Dread turned to relief when I found that it was intact apart from
its flat top had been pushed just inside the curved waist. Tough stuff is plywood! I eased the top
out by pulling up at the round hole, re-tuned it and played along with the others.
One hot sunny Sunday we were practising with the windows open when a distraught man from
one of the flats over at the manor came across shouting, "Stop all this jungle music!" After he'd
disappeared back to the manor, we were delighted with his response, as if it had been an
accolade.

Children’s film matinee at the Empire Cinema on Saturday
morning, Mike Dowley joining in at the back – he was the only
one from his skiffle group that turned up! Ozzie has his new
mail order guitar and Mac is using a brush on the washboard.

Ozzie borrowed the "coffin" until he bought his mail order guitar (plywood as well), which I think he
paid 12 guineas for (£12 12s/0d = £12.60p). For very local gigs we went on bikes, even Subs with
one hand on the handle-bars and the other on his tea-chest bass, which was moving up and down
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at pedal speed on one akimbo knee. For village hall bookings, we went by bus, but the conductor
had to open the rear door to get the bass in and out. Typical payment was 7s/6d (35p) between
the five of us. Our payment from the Shrewsbury Empire Cinema for playing at the start of the
Saturday morning children's matinee was to see the programme plus two free tickets each for the
"flicks" later in the week. There wasn't much room on the stage between the screen and the edge
of the stage and, therefore, we had to sidle on in the order we wanted to be seen from the
audience. Those kids were very, very responsive and would throw sweets (this was pre-Beatles
days) but we hadn't room to bend over to pick them up!
We went through some changes becoming The Fireflies Skiffle Group, then, as we became more
proficient and turned to Rock’n’Roll, re-named ourselves The Crestas (after the Vauxhall Cresta
car of the time) - but that's another story...
These were the beginnings of my active musical life and similar beginnings for many who would, a
decade later, dominate the world with British pop music.
Article accompanying the Harlescott T.W.G. photo
Although the weather was absolutely shocking there was a bumper attendance
at the meeting, presided over by Mrs. D. Martin.
During the evening – while the dancers had a ‘breather’ – the company were
entertained by ‘The Riders’ a Harlescott skiffle group. ‘The Riders’ –
David Osliffe, Michael Deakin, Ralph Edwards and Clive Summers – told me
that they thought the Guild members (at least one mum amongst them) were a
very good and appreciative audience. Among their repertoire was ‘It Takes
A Worried Man To Sing A Worried Song’ and ‘Putting On The Style’.
The lads, all fifteen year olds, take their music very seriously and have
frequent practices in a little room at Pimley – David and Ralph on
guitars, Clive on the tea chest double bass and Michael performing on a
washboard with thimble-covered fingers.

Cutting from “Granadiers Corner”
Hello Granadiers, I am pleased you all enjoyed my surprise last Saturday and what a surprise it
turned out to be! From the nature of your applause there is no doubt that you would be happy
to have a skiffle group every Saturday morning. I think everyone, including myself, enjoyed the
performance of The Riders Skiffle Group last week, especially when they ended up with some
of your favourite songs. The group wish me to pass on their sincere thanks for the way you
received them. They hope to be back with us again in a few weeks’ time and I know it will not
be too soon for most of us.

In mid-1957 the BBC started a new ½ hour programme on the wireless called “Saturday Skiffle
Club”, broadcast at 10 a.m. on the Light Programme; fore-runner of Radio 2. I’d listen to the show,
which was introduced by Brian Matthew and each week some of the better known of the skiffle
groups would be featured. Immediately afterwards, I’d take the two mile bus ride into Shrewsbury
to meet the gang in E.W.Jones’ record shop situated in the basement of Ireland’s Mansion, an
eminent black and white building on the tourist trail. Passers-by must have wondered at the
sounds rockin’ the foundations.
I always had three records that I really rated picked out and would get the girl assistant to play
both sides; whichever had the best flip side, I’d buy. It took three weeks to buy Eddie’s ‘20 Flight
Rock’. Initially, I wasn’t too keen on ‘Dark Lonely Street’, but I did grow to love it. After we had
heard each other’s choices, we’d trundle down to Sidoli’s Coffee Shop on Wyle Cop. It was a bit
austere compared to their other three shops in town, but they didn’t seem to mind us occupying
the large back room for the best part of an hour with one coffee each whilst we discussed Skiffle
Club – and flirted with the girls who used to meet us there.
Saturday lunchtime, Mum kept a stew on the simmer, because I, my two brothers and two sisters
all returned home at different times to be fed. Mum liked a lot of the music I bought and
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sometimes even had me buy for her, with her money, the record I really wanted but couldn’t
afford, due to saving for a black shirt and guitar strings. Chuck Berry’s ‘School Days/Blue Feeling’
on a 78rpm Columbia shellac record was Mum’s, but, it was kept with my growing collection,
which had begun with Johnnie Ray’s ‘Just Walking In The Rain’. Our family gramophone was a
hefty piece of furniture with a wind up, variable speed deck and a horn that that was revealed by
opening a pair of doors on the front of the unit. We had a small hand held gadget for re-grinding
the steel needles, which were only good for a few plays before they needed re-sharpening. I
played Elvis’s ‘Hound Dog’ 50 times on the Saturday afternoon of the day I bought it. The shellac
was looking more grey than black by Sunday night!
The skiffle songs we did in the Riders Skiffle Group were a combined choice of the four of us;
Satch had left fairly early on, leaving school to become a bandsman in the Armed Forces.
Meanwhile, Ozzie, Mack, Subs and myself skiffled on without him. Ozzie was adding Rock'n'Roll
songs to our repertoire and was becoming a very good vocalist, He’d breeze into practice with
these brand new songs by a group called The Crickets and he’d sing them with all the
idiosyncratic styling of their lead singer. To us, Ozzie sounded just like Buddy. At a practice he
would give it his all, then strangely, come the booking, he’d be more inhibited, which was
frustrating to us because we knew how good he could be.

We changed our name to “The Fireflies”; in retrospect, probably because it was a similar name to
The Crickets (didn’t a Liverpool group do this too?). I re-painted Subs’ tea-chest bass with the
silhouette of a firefly over the fire colours of orange and red. Something that comes to mind is the
way Subs jerked his head forward then back as he plucked that solitary bass string. It looked quite
humorous on fast numbers, rather like the jerking of a chicken’s head as it struts around the
farmyard.
Taking a break one night at the local scout hut dance we got in conversation with the
singer/pianist who was booked to share the evening with us. He was intrigued to learn that we had
tuned our guitars down to the next key below so that we could play in the key we were singing in.
We only knew a limited number of keys at that time and didn’t think we were being clever, just
expedient. None of us had had music lessons so we weren’t bound by any restrictions as to how
we should play.
As we took on board more Rock’n’Roll our next stage of development was to electrify; the guitars,
that is, but it nearly didn’t turn out that way!
Ralph Edwards
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Perhaps a curious idea, but quite a fascinating endeavour,
which I am sure will be welcomed by all those who retain an
avid interest in the hit records (and the near misses) covering
the period from June 1954 to March1961.
In The USA, Billboard magazine famously published not only a
‘Hot 100’, but also listed other very good selling releases that
looked likely to chart - some of which ultimately didn’t make it which they termed ‘bubbling under’.
Now, for the first time in the UK the author of this tome has
compiled similar retrospective listings by studying the ‘Top
Tens’ of various local record retailers that were also printed
regularly in the music papers of the time. Many of these records
never reached the national charts and included not only singles,
but EPs and even LPs.
The main section of the book lists the artists alphabetically with
their ‘bubblers’ in chronological order. Brief but informative
notes about them include such quirky facts as ‘Her father wrote
On The Good Ship Lollipop’, ‘Resident band at the Mecca
Tottenham Royal Dance Hall from 1960 to 1964’ and ‘Despite the fact that her record topped the
US charts, she never recorded again’.
Smaller sectors list artists with the most ‘bubbling under’ records, artists with most weeks on the
‘bubbling under’ chart, records with the most weeks on these charts and non-hit records with most
weeks at No.1. Cross referencing is then completed by the weekly ‘bubbling under’ charts, a song
index and an album index.
The period concerned was a time of real change, which is reflected in the variety of sounds that
featured in the best sellers. There are film soundtracks, musicals, instrumentals, dance bands,
jazz, skiffle, folk, ballads, comedy, country & western, rhythm & blues, Rock'n'Roll and pop music.
Indeed, some of the artists with a string of entries range from Nat ‘King’ Cole, Frank Sinatra, Alma
Cogan and the Johnston Brothers to Chris Barber’s Jazz Band, Johnny Cash (who doesn't feature
in the Guinness Book of British Hit Singles until the mid-sixties), Bill Haley & His Comets and Fats
Domino.
Rubbing shoulders with the well-known are scores of obscure non-hit wonders such as Damito Jo,
the Four Grads, Four Tophatters, the Hutton Sisters, Joy & Dave, the Ken-Tones, Larry Lawrence
& The Band Of Gold and Dick Shane.
The text is adorned with illustrations of music paper trade adverts and publicity pictures along with
label shots, which are interesting in themselves.
I was also intrigued to discover that my old school anthem - Guadeamus Igitur - was the flip side
of a Mario Lanza 78 on HMV that spent one week in the ‘bubbling under’ chart in May 1955.
The mine of information, spread over more than 400 pages, make this well researched and
annotated work a required purchase for lovers of facts and figures pertaining to chart placings.
Lee Wilkinson
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This is the most recent offering from Jackson
Sloan, assisted by a bunch of buddies from not
only England, but Spain and Italy too, providing
a sizzling chunk of spirited danceable music.
The talented Sloan wrote all the songs, and is
in good voice as the lead vocalist throughout.
His three Spanish amigos, singers and vocal
arrangers, are members of renowned doo-wop
outfit The Velvet Candles who provide terrific
support on most of the numbers, including the
title track which also benefits from a sweet sax
solo and some steady double bass plucking.
Italian chanteuse Robbie B joins Sloan to duet
harmoniously on The Last To Know with its
groovy guitar passage. The pair also team up
on Old Records, reminiscing about happy
times, and on which Kursaal Flyers founder
member Vic Collins adds a touch of western
swing on lap steel guitar.
Top track for me is a super slice of doo-wop with the voices of the three Candles - Augusti Burriel,
Juan Ibanez Mateos and bassman Eddie Peregrine Sala - spicing up proceedings on Late Night
Call. Car sounds open Drive-In Movie, followed by an ‘ah ha ha oh yeah’ chant a la Chuck Berry’s
Back In The USA, with bright guitar picking very much in evidence.
Sloan’s rich voice is apparent on Love Trap which is enlivened by a neat saxophone solo courtesy
of Marco Benny Pretolani, some clean guitar notes and thumping bass. Petrolani duly provides
booming accompaniment to the well sung Keeping Secrets and That Certain Someone, which
also has a smart rhythmic drum intro from Fabrais Casadei.
Seven Day Lover is a jump jive style swinger with
a blasting sax solo amid excellent vocal
interaction between Sloan and the Velvet
Candles. Musical arranger Richard Dawson
shows his piano playing skills on this, and also on
No Vacancy with its strong tuneful harmonising.
Empty Glass incorporates a good dance beat and
has a Bill Haley feel about it with handclaps, a
tuneful guitar solo, solid bass and saxophone.
The final track, Ain’t Got Nothing But Time, is a
trifle slower but closes out in style with mellifluous
vocalising, mellow sax blowing and the bass
strumming of ‘Lucky’ Stelio Lacchini.
With crystal clear sound this is an excellent CD
that should satisfy Jackson Sloan’s fans and earn
him a few more. My only minor quibble is the tiny
print size on the inner and rear of the CD wallet.
Lee Wilkinson
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I think almost every music fan, whether they
know it or not, must have at least a few records
in their collection which are enriched by the
guitar playing of the prolific Reggie Young.
Having enjoyed a career spanning six decades,
playing on thousands of songs as a major
session musician, not only was he extremely
productive, but he was also highly proficient.
This compilation presents a cross-section of his
work, mainly from recording sessions held in
Memphis and Nashville in the sixties and
seventies, and was compiled by Bob Durham
and Reggie Young himself shortly before the
renowned guitarist passed away in January of
this year.
As a member of Eddie Bond & His Stompers
whilst still in his teens, Young supplies the frantic
1956 rockabilly opener Slip, Slip, Slippin’ In with
a pulsating riff and two stinging guitar solos. On to 1964 with Bill Black’s Combo and his clean
picking, in unison with Ace Cannon’s saxophone, can be heard on a snappy instrumental version
of Chuck Berry’s Carol. Other instrumentals on this CD are an energetic version of Roy Orbison’s
Dream Baby as by Jerry & Reggie, and rhythm & blues tunes for Willie Mitchell (featuring more
stonking guitar and sax) and King Curtis & The King Pins. The sound on a version of I’m Movin’
On by The Box Tops seems somewhat muted for the first minute before everything clicks into
gear. Elvis got back to taking care of business towards the tail end of the sixties, as evidenced by
his Back In Memphis album from which the forceful Stranger In My Home Town is taken. From
Dusty In Memphis we get Ms Springfield’s energetic Don’t Forget About Me, while Jackie
DeShannon sounds gleeful on Van Morrison’s I Wanna Roo You, and they all benefit from
Young’s varied input.
Sixties blues and soul giants are represented by Bobby Bland with A Touch Of The Blues,
Solomon Burke’s Meet Me In Church, Joe Tex on the funky Chicken Crazy and the magnificent
James Carr performing the seldom heard More Love.
Then there is the seventies country-soul of Dobie Gray’s catchy Drift Away, an atmospheric
rendition of Rock’n’Roll (I Gave You The Best Years Of My Life) by Sonny Curtis, Billy Swan’s
Lover Please and Morning Glory from James & Bobby Purify.
Delbert McClinton’s Victim of Life is a lively affair, driven along by Young’s intense guitar licks, and
it is Young who takes the solo on J J Cale’s brooding Cocaine.
Country songs from the eighties appear in the form of Merle Haggard’s typical barroom tale I think
I’ll Just Stay Here And Drink and Highwayman from Waylon Jennings/Willie Nelson/Johnny
Cash/Kris Kristofferson. Jennings also provides the CD’s closer, Where Do We Go From Here, on
which Young dishes up abundant guitar strokes.
Into the present century and Young was still supplying a skilful sound to enhance Whenever You
Come Around by Little Milton and Natalie Merchant’s curious Griselda.
Apart from the aforementioned Box Tops track, the usual Ace quality sound abounds and the
accompanying 36 page booklet is informative and well written.
Lee Wilkinson
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“Sometimes it is the people no one imagines anything of
who do the things that no one can imagine”
Joan Clarke, Mathematician
Last weekend I went to see The Current War (2019)
misled by its trailer which I had already seen expecting a
retelling of the feud between Thomas Edison and Nikola
Tesla.
In history class I had already learnt about Thomas
Edison, sole inventor of the electric light bulb among
other things, illuminating all households around the world.
America first… well, he lived there after all. And that’s
okay.
Down the line, not electric but timewise, I learnt about
Nikola Tesla, the true paladin of the electric revolution, embarking on a battle against Edison to
spread the magic wonders of electricity to each and every one. Free of charge, of course. Tesla,
imbued with an aura of mystery and legend, become an icon of the New Age.
Born on 9th July 1856 in the Austrian Empire, now Croatia, Serbian in
ethnicity, son of an Orthodox priest. He was an immensely talented
electrical engineer, inventor of the rotating magnetic motor, dynamos and
transformers. Emigrated to the US and started working for Edison who
exploited him along with all his other employees in a futile effort to distribute
Direct Current around, otherwise known as DC.
Technicalities aside, DC is a type of current that flows in one direction,
therefore a circuit can be built accordingly making motors and apparatus
run. However, it is tremendously difficult to deliver across. No matter the cost Edison was fixated
with DC, for the simple reason that he held the patent, therefore he would get all the credit, if
successful.
Tesla quickly left Edison’, Edison Electric Light Company to pursue an alternative to Direct
Current. Successfully developing the polyphase system of alternate current. That’s a mouthful,
simply known as AC or Alternate Current which is the system universally used nowadays. Just
because it works.
Sadly Thomas Edison who, by the way, was a businessman not an engineer, was preoccupied
with discrediting Tesla and his creations falling into obscurity. At least till recent years when
Hollywood took the torch, lighting his path to, renown on his own merits.
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Most notably, the movie, The Prestige (2006) with Christian
Bale, Hugh Jackman and Scarlett Johansson tells the story
of rivalry between two stage magicians. Reading each
other’s secret diaries one learns about Tesla, an inventor
and somewhat enigmatic character who helps design and
build the ultimate trick. Portrayed by the equally magnificent
David Bowie, it is never clear throughout the movie if Tesla is
a real figure or stuff from legends. I won’t disclose it here, but
I highly recommend watching the movie.
Also in the recent Tomorrowland: A World Beyond (2015), with
George Clooney, Britt Robertson and Hugh Laurie where the most
brilliant minds are being recruited to build a utopian world in an
alternative dimension there’s a brief reference to both Edison and
Tesla and their infamous animosity. A fun fantasy movie with
message of hope, a Disney production all the way.
And soon to be released Tesla
(2019) with Ethan Hawke, Kyle
MacLachlan and Jim Gaffigan will
at last narrate the life of Nikola
Tesla on the big screen.
Taken as a paragon of virtue, lately
Tesla has gained major popularity.
Billionaire and entrepreneur Elon
Musk has branded his line of overpriced electric cars Tesla.
Although for that matter, he could have better named them
Edison. As Elon Musk is acting more like a businessman with
little to no knowledge of engineering, crediting himself with his
team of employees and most unfortunate groups of aspiring
college undergraduates. But that’s a story for another article.
To be fair, Tesla and Edison had the amazing opportunity to pioneer a
new field of science and
possibilities, each new discovery
helping carve the pillars of
modern technology and society.
Still from time to time a new
paradigm is born and figures like
Steve Jobs with his Mac computers and smartphone, Carl
Sagan with science communication or Eduardo Saverin
on Social Networking, cofounder of Facebook. To name a
few.
Overall, those were my expectations going to see the
movie, The Current War (2019) with Benedict
Cumberbatch, Michael Shannon and Nicholas Hoult.
Gosh, I was so wrong. Set around the edge of XIX with
XX century, It took me half of the movie to realise that the
war the movie was named upon was not the American
Civil War, despite its costumes and setting but about
current, electric currents, and the battle that unfolded to
consolidate either one of them. Spoiler ahead… the most
effective one won but at a terrible cost.
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Worth mentioning Benedict Cumberbatch, playing Edison, had
portrayed a role more akin to Tesla in The Imitation Game
(2014) with Keira Knightley and Matthew Goode, about genius
English mathematician and computer engineer Alan Turing, who
designed the very first computer to help decipher the
unbreakable German Enigma coding machine.
With the advent of Artificial Intelligence, Alan Turing is regaining
popularity once again as he devised the Turing Test to prove the
capabilities of AI.
But, again, my biggest mistake with The Current War (2019) was
to presume what the story was about. It turned out to be not only
about Edison or Tesla but about George Westinghouse, as well.
Inventor and entrepreneur, best of both worlds.
Born on 6th October 1846, George Westinghouse Jr. invented
the rotary steam engine. Soon after, he gained particular
notoriety with a railroad brake system increasing train safety
tenfold. It helped him kick-start his own company The
Westinghouse Air Brake Company. An avant-garde of new inventions and technology he switched
interest to electricity backing up Alternate Current remarkably taking Tesla under his patronage,
boosting his creations and paving the future for humanity.
A kindred spirit who cared to give more humane conditions to his employees. His creations were
focused towards the safety of the general public.

“If someday they say of me that in my work, I have contributed something to the welfare and
happiness of my fellow man, I shall be satisfied”
George Westinghouse.
Finally, he gets the spotlight he deserves. An unsung hero in the War of Current.
Worth mentioning here Joan Clarke, prominent English mathematician, who assisted Alan Turing
to decode Enigma. An unsung heroine of the Second World War. One of many.

Marti Canal
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
By the time Issue 110 hits the screen, we will have commenced on another sphere of the Tales
From The Woods documentary. On Saturday 3rd August I shall be escorting our talented young
film maker Andrew around a few musical landmarks past and present, the first of the series will
suitably be the site of the 2is Coffee Bar, Old Compton Street, Soho. For those who were born a
little too close to the present century, this is the birthplace of British Rock'n'Roll, where a plaque
upon the wall outside declares that fact. We’ll then move on to that horrendously trendy “O” Bar,
just half a minute’s walk away, sitting on the corner of Wardour Street and Brewer Street, although
no plaque will be found on this wall in memory of a blues club upstairs, which was quite possibly
the first ever in London, run by a tough harmonica player by night, plasterer by day by the name of
Cyril Davis who died young, even before the sixties grew
lengthy hair, in partnership with Bob Watson. It was in this
room that bodies packed tight to witness the debut of
what was then as now, the biggest name in Chicago
blues, Muddy Waters, in the year 1958.
Then moving on what will be the final location for our first
session, the Intrepid Fox, once a regular London hostelry call in
for yours truly, now a trendy upmarket burger restaurant and bar,
like the 2is an important birthplace. Two decades on from the Old
Compton Street institution, the Fox gave Punk Rock this side of
the Atlantic its first rowdy heartbeat. It moved from its Wardour
Street site to an alternative location near Tottenham Court Road however it forgot to take its ambience. Two brief visits by myself
proved to be hugely depressing affairs.
In the coming months we shall be visiting and speaking on
camera of the many lost venues, each one given deserving
recognition, which has not been done before, at least not in such
a thorough and knowledgeable professional manner, for we shall
not only be taking in music venues but long gone variety theatres,
spacious cinemas that once housed thousands and had many a
show gracing their stages, either now demolished or turned into
gambling palaces or places of worship. A first once again for Tales From The Woods as we will
be paying homage to all these establishments.
We’re always pleased to receive words of praise, be it for a show, the magazine, or one of our
many social events. However it was hugely gratifying to receive a card from two very satisfied
attendees of our Doug Kershaw, Graham Fenton Show at the 100 Club back in June. This couple
put pen to card to show their appreciation for what they so kindly describe as customer service
beyond the call of duty where, in their opinion, Tales From The Woods leads the way. In dealing
with an error over seating plans, they felt TFTW personnel Elena in the box office and Marti inside
the venue displayed courtesy, understanding and efficiency which they felt is rarely experienced
generally, in any business or any situation. Round of applause for them both gang.
Time now to hand over to Mr Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll for another of his exemplary gig guides,
Have a great summer y’all.
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The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
August 2019
6
Tuesday
Durand Jones & The Indications
Retro soul band who are sure to have better sound than Dingwall’s to prove their praise is justified.
Queen Elizabeth Hall £15 + fees
9
Friday
The Blinkin’ Buzzards
Are joined by a horn section to recall the music of 1950s New Orleans under the title “The Cosimo Matassa
Project”. Now that appellation sounds familiar.
The Kalamazoo Klub at the King’s Head, Crouch End
£16.50
10
Saturday
Sister Nancy
The first female dancehall DJ artist whose 1982 hit
‘Bam Bam’ did much to establish her reputation.
Jazz Cafe
£20 + fees
16
Friday
Michael Henderson
A busy 1970s as bassist with Miles Davis, vocalist
with Norman Connors, plus leading his own band.
Jazz Cafe
£25 + fees
17
Saturday
Kanda Bongo Man
Soukous from Congo man who made his name in
Paris.
Rich Mix
£15 + fees
18
Sunday
Seckou Keita
Senegalese master of the kora (a twenty-two string
West African harp). Support is Jally Kebba Susso.
Jazz Cafe
£13.50 + fees
20
Tuesday
The Jones Girls featuring
Shirley Jones
Lead singer Shirley continues with two nieces and a
nephew replacing her late sisters.
Jazz Cafe
£25 + fees
21
Wednesday
Mud Morganfield
Eldest son of Muddy Waters on culinary tour.
Blues Kitchen, Camden
£5 + fees

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.
Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

22
Thursday
Mud Morganfield
As above
Blues Kitchen, Shoreditch £5 + fees
24
Saturday
Lucky Peterson
Frequent flyer bluesman pops up at yet another UK venue.
Jazz Cafe
£20 + fees

26
Monday
Martha Reeves & The Vandellas
Is it possible to ignore the willing spirit of this former councillor of ‘Motown’?
Dingwall’s
£30 + fees
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26 - 31 Monday - Saturday Jon Cleary
Authentic New Orleans style piano from Brit expat to that city.
Ronnie Scott’s
£30 - £57.50 + fees
September 2019
1
Sunday
Charley Crockett
Texas-born Americana-singer and distant relative of Davy Crockett.
Oslo £17.60
4
Wednesday
Amy Speace
Folk/Americana from former Shakespearean actor from
Baltimore.
Green Note
£12 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/

5
Thursday
The Grahams
A name that rings a bell among Americana and folk-rock
fans.
Green Note at the Water Rats £12.50 + fees
9
Monday
Asleep At The Wheel
Ray Benson is the only original member of this famous western swing group.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues Seats £43.20 + fees, Standing £32.40 + fees
9
Monday
Evelyn ‘Champagne’ King
Re-arranged Jazz Café date following flight cancellation. She was not best pleased!
XOYO £25 - £30 + fees
12
Thursday
Respect To Aretha
NY afrobeat ensemble Antibalas joined by Bettye LaVette and more to honour the Queen of Soul.
Barbican
£20 - £30 + fees
13
Friday
Luke Winslow King
Blues-influenced singer-songwriter not related to Evelyn.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £15 + fees
14
Saturday
London International Boogie-Woogie Festival
Three hours of boogie-woogie from Axel Zwingenberger, Daniel Smith, Ben Waters and others.
Cadogan Hall
£30 - £40 + fees
15
Sunday
London’s Festival Boogie-Woogie
Joining in the marathon are King Pleasure & The Biscuit Boys, The Jive Aces, Diz & The Doormen, and
The Ben Waters Band.
100 Club - Doors 12.00 pm. Ends 10.00 pm. £30 + fees
15
Sunday
Geraint Watkins
‘Rush of Blood’ album launch for musician who has enhanced too many bands to mention.
Bush Hall
£22 + fees
October 2019
3
Thursday
Bill Callahan
Maryland, folk, alt. country, and recommended by one of the bar staff in a hostelry in Rotterdam.
Hammersmith Apollo £41.25

December 2019
19
Thursday
Ronnie Spector
Eleven months after the last visit sees increases in venue size and tickets.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire (Prices exclude a handling fee of £2.75)
£63.40, £52.15, £43.70, £35.25
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £20 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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